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IMPORTANT NOTES
Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act 2002
The Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act 2002, Section 7, allows a precautionary
approach in managing risks: “All persons exercising functions in relation to the development and
implementation of civil defence emergency management plans under this Act may be cautious in
managing risks even if there is scientific and technical uncertainty about those risks."
This approach has been adopted in preparing this document.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction and Approach
This report supplements the 2007 report “Grey District Lifeline Plan: Community and Council, and
deals with lessons to be learned from the experience of Christchurch in the 2010 and 2011
earthquakes.
Activities following a disaster have two distinct phases: response and recovery. The response period
lasts for a very few weeks and is essentially the immediate emergency period. It deals with rescue
and with getting the basic lifeline services of water, power, roading and so on up and running, albeit in
an interim fashion. During the recovery period that follows, the aim is to restore the community’s
economy to normal functioning – although it might be a new normality.
The 2007 Report focussed primarily on lifelines. When we set out to work on this 2012 report, we
found that for the most part the lifelines in Christchurch had performed much as expected, and a good
deal better than would have been the case had the earlier lifelines projects resulting from the
publication Risks and Realities not resulted in hardening and protection of most of the infrastructure.
To our surprise, we found that the major problems and difficulties arose not in the response period but
in recovery. Accordingly, the present report focusses on the lessons to be learned for recovery from a
disaster.
We tackled the issue from a systems point of view – that is, we looked at the problem as a whole,
trying to find gaps, misconnections, unbalanced relations and so on. To find the necessary
information we talked with a number of people intimately involved in recovery. They were generous
with their time and eager to help.
The details of the Christchurch experience produced a number of lessons of a general nature,
applicable to any disaster situation. The question was then, how could these lessons apply in the
specific context of the Grey District? We are not sufficiently familiar with the District to give specific
recommendations. This could only be done locally. Instead, we looked generally at ways in which
Grey District is different from Christchurch, then set down a number of issues which we believe the
District should consider, in addition to the lessons.
The report ends with a recommendation that Grey District holds a workshop to discuss the lessons
and how they might apply locally, particularly aiming to come up with a prioritised list of practical steps
that could be taken to ensure that when disaster hits – and it will – the District recovers in an orderly
and effective way, avoiding as far as possible the problems shown up in Christchurch.
The following section summarises the lessons and issues, also listed in the main body of the report,
grouping them into six major areas of concern.

Lessons, issues and recommendations
Issues arising from the Christchurch experience are best thought of under the six main headings of
Time, Money, Resources, Governance and Management, the Social Community and the Business
Community. They are not fixed silos, and the different issues arising will often cross boundaries from
one heading to another. They are helpful though in gaining an overview of the whole. In what
follows, first lessons and then issues to be considered are grouped under each of the six main
headings.
Time
There are two main areas where time issues impact on recovery. The first concerns factors that delay
recovery activities, and the second relates to time mismatches – where, for instance, an insurance
payment for accommodation during house repairs may be for 6 months but house repairs may take
more than a year.
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Time related lessons
1. The prior work of lifelines groups is very important, together with an ability to think
outside the square to provide creative solutions. Both speed recovery.
2. The localised extent of the Christchurch earthquakes was a major factor speeding
recovery.
3. The Earthquake Support Subsidy was effective in keeping businesses viable because it
gave businesses the time to regroup and relocate.
4. Emphasis should be given to speedy restoration of critical services to the business
community.
5. Speedy recovery of functionality in complex facilities requires skilled, dedicated,
knowledgeable and far-sighted people on hand. Where they are not part of an
organisation, the organisation should know beforehand where to and how to obtain such
resources. Delay could be costly.
6. Uncertainty is corrosive. It is inevitable. Uncertainty as to what will happen and when it
might happen saps energy the longer it continues. Thought needs to be given
beforehand as to ways in which the time and magnitude of uncertainty could be
reduced.
7. Those in authority need to be open about uncertainty, and where necessary admit to not
knowing.
8. At times different groups focussed exclusively on their own tasks without taking into
account the need to work in with others. This added significantly to delays and
lengthened recovery time. Thought needs to be given as to how this could be
minimised in future.
9. Solid waste disposal, including demolition activities, can be a major factor delaying
recovery.
10. A clearer understanding is required between EQC and insurance companies as to their
respective roles and responsibilities.
11. The situation following a disaster is not normal, but many issues can be anticipated.
Prior planning for disaster is essential for all organisations, and for recovery as well as
for immediate response.
12. There is a need to review protocols for access to damaged buildings or those within a
cordon, particularly in the early stages following a disaster. For many businesses, early
retrieval of records and equipment is vital.
13. There is a risk that skilled manpower could be lost to an affected region if there is delay
in construction and no continuous work supply is available to them.
14. Provision of temporary accommodation is important but its timing should be carefully
assessed.
15. It is helpful to have on hand pre-prepared geotechnical records or to build to the
geotechnical characteristics of the land. This could bypass a major source of delay.
16. Territorial Authorities (TAs) need to take geotechnical characteristics and natural
hazards more into consideration when considering new developments.
Time-related issues
1. There will probably be a shorter aftershock period in Grey District than that experienced
in Canterbury.
2. There might be less focus by Government on Grey District than that given to
Christchurch because of the large area affected and the widespread damage needing to
be addressed in an Alpine Fault earthquake.
3. Major local industries should recover relatively quickly except for tourism and possibly
dairying.
4. The time needed for restoration of external links must be taken into account. This was
not an issue for Christchurch.
5. The time taken for resources to become available could be an important factor given
demands elsewhere and transportation difficulties. Relevant resources would be
expertise, materials and plant. Need and availability would have to be matched,
particularly with regard to timing.
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6. Housing needs and availability would have to be matched, again taking time into
account.
7. Money availability is likely to be a major factor affecting speed of recovery, particularly
regarding timing of loans, insurance and competing demands.
8. Time will be needed for assessing geology and foundations as well as for developing
prioritised action plans. The more of this that could be done beforehand, the better.
Money
The flow of money is central to the life of a community. It is needed for everyday purchases and also
for construction and repair. Maintaining an easy flow is essential for good recovery. It comes from
customers and employers as well as from insurance companies, and from banks and financial
institutions in the form of loans. Some factors enhance the flow, but some, including some
institutions, block it.
Money-related lessons
1. Prompt payment by Government of an Earthquake Support Subsidy is a major
contributor to overall business resilience.
2. EQC is a supplier of funds following a disaster. Its track record in Christchurch is mixed,
with frequent unexplained delays. It needs good information management and quality
control, and its role needs review.
3. Insurance company dealings are mostly driven by staff outside the area and outside the
country with what appears to be a focus on minimising payouts. This has caused
considerable hardship for people in Canterbury, as happened earlier in Edgcumbe.
4. Care is necessary in understanding the details of insurance policies. The extent of
cover is sometimes delineated in the fine print.
5. Local authorities should review the insurance of their assets and infrastructure, and
ensure there is appropriate cover and the right level of cover.
6. Complete insurance cover may have a result opposite to that envisaged, as it might
encourage owners to build to a level of safety lower than desirable, or push for complete
demolition rather than repair.
7. Following a major disaster, it might be some time before loans are obtainable.
8. There may be a case for unbundling insurance policies so that the cover for earthquake
damage is separate from and different from that for other covered events such as fire.
Multiple facilities under the same policy should have a capped excess.
Money-related issues
1.
2.
3.
4.

The broad extent of the disaster would affect money supply and timing.
The damage in Grey District could be more infrastructure-related than in Christchurch.
Adequate and appropriate insurance cover would be important.
To improve the likelihood of short-term funds being available to businesses for
maintaining employment, an ongoing link to Government would be helpful.
5. The future availability of insurance could be an issue.
6. Support for local community organisations could be a good investment for the future.
7. Prioritisation of recovery funding would be an issue, including consultation.
Resources
Many types of resource are needed following a disaster, such as infrastructure, transportation,
housing, funding and human resources. Information could be added as another type of resource
required for effective recovery. Community energy is also an important resource which should not be
downplayed.
Resource-related lessons
1. Three significant lessons arise:
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Pre-planning and prior investment are important
Prior understanding of the availability of outside resources is important
The necessary manpower and plant must be available and well-supported.

2. Rapid restoration of external transportation links have a major positive effect on
recovery.
3. Authorities should ensure there is adequate support for human resources, especially
accommodation.
4. Planning for and provision of temporary housing is important. It is important to get the
timing right.
5. Preventing people entering their premises can slow recovery. Safety must be balanced
against the need for business recovery. There should be a review of entry protocols
allowing access to damaged business and cordoned-off areas.
6. A balanced risk management approach is required when dealing with all aspects of
recovery. Different risks, such as safety and the different risks to business recovery,
need to be weighed appropriately and balanced against each other rather than putting
all the weight on safety alone.
Resource-related issues
1. Demand from other centres could mean fewer resources would be available.
2. How could resource availability be expedited?
3. A serious problem in Canterbury was the lack of geotechnical and geological engineers.
A similar problem might arise in Grey District.
4. How could resources best be obtained when needed? This would be in terms of both
day-to-day supplies (e.g. food) and also resources required for recovery.
5. Greymouth’s role as a transportation hub needs to be borne in mind.
6. Retaining and attracting a skilled workforce could be an issue.

Governance and Management (G&M)
Good governance and management are essential for rapid and effective recovery. However, there
will be new tasks and organisational structures, and those in government and management positions
will have to adapt rapidly to new and very different roles. Many authorities will be involved, some new
and some existing. They will have to interact with each other and with the community, and each
authority will have limits to its powers.
G & M lessons
1. The approach required during the response phase is quite different from that required
during the recovery phase. The change from response to recovery needs to be clearly
defined and articulated.
2. For a disaster of this magnitude, establishment of a Recovery Authority with overall
control of recovery is the right approach.
3. The community needs to know that it is being heard and that it is being valued or
respected.
4. Community perception of clear leadership is important.
5. The roles and powers of local authorities under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery
Authority are unclear, and relationships seem uneasy.
6. The roles of elected representatives in the event of a disaster should be thought out
prior to the event. This applies to both councillors and community board members.
7. The appropriate governance structure of a Recovery Authority needs careful rethinking
in the light of the Canterbury experience.
8. Development of a recovery strategy requires a clear and appropriate focus.
9. An alliance such as SCIRT allows the repair and rebuild of horizontal infrastructure to go
ahead in a coordinated manner. SCIRT is made up of stakeholder representatives
ensuring good buy-in to the solutions developed.
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10. Where infrastructure is tightly coupled, infrastructure providers need to work together.
11. Good communication between authorities and stakeholders as well as between
stakeholders is important so the communication structure needs careful thought.
Development of trust is important. Prior training would be helpful.
12. Community organisations need to be aware of their potential role in disaster and
recovery.
13. Good information management including record-keeping, storage and retrieval is
important, not just for efficiency but also because it helps build trust. Good quality
control is imperative.
G & M issues
1. Preparation beforehand is important.
2. Thought must be given to appropriate structures of management in the recovery period.
Roles and required capabilities will often be significantly different than in normal times.
3. Good communication, which is broader than simply giving information, is vital between,
with and within Government, the community and business, as well as with community
organisations and NGOs.
4. Councillors as well as employees should know what they should be doing at a time of
disaster.
5. Community organisations have an important potential role in time of disaster, and they
should be prepared for it.
6. Grey District Council should have a long-term recovery plan involving the general
community and the business community, and it should include the assumption that it
would have to work with a national or regional recovery authority.
Social Community
Social community lessons
1. Community power is something that can be tapped, supported and used.
2. Three questions regarding community empowerment are: What enhances it? What
diminishes it? How can it contribute effectively without being counterproductive? The
questions must always be addressed, but the answers will be specific to the particular
situation.
3. The Santa Cruz model is an example of effective community partnership. In that city, an
advisory group was set up after a major earthquake comprising 18 local government
representatives and 18 members of the business community. The group produced
excellent recovery plans and worked well together. They were trusted, and their
suggestions were always accepted.
4. Three important concepts central to community empowerment are hope, respect and
trust. Authorities should be careful to do nothing to diminish them.
Social community issues
1. Importance must be put on prior planning by community organisations – acting together.
2. There should be strong community organisations beforehand. Thought must be given
as to how this could be encouraged and supported.
3. It is important that community organisations should have links with:
each other
Government
NGOs etc (such as Red Cross)
4. Grey District is more spread out than Christchurch so communication links are
particularly important, not only after a disaster but beforehand as well.
5. There should be recognition of community organisations and the importance of their
potential role by:
Government. (National & local)
CDEM
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NGOs
6. There should be broader links with
Health
Rescue
Business
Iwi
Police
7. Links with and between community organisations are important.
8. Community halls etc. play a useful part in enabling community organisations to form.
They also have a community function after a disaster. However they may be damaged
and not usable.
Business Community
The business community is an integral part of the community as a whole. It has considerable
potential for providing positive help following a disaster, both through the information and databases it
holds and also because it can provide direct help.
Business community: lessons
1. The sharing of best practice between businesses in the post-disaster environment is
helpful.
2. Businesses that had planned ahead for disaster generally did well. All businesses
should do this. There are many possible aspects, depending on the nature of the
business and its situation. The details differ, but one thing remains in common:
businesses should always have a Plan B, for the unknown.
3. Business need to be an integral part of any recovery strategy.
Business community: issues
1. The business community should have good links to the broader community, of which it
is an essential element.
2. Businesses should always have a Plan B for resilience.
3. Inter-business cooperation is important at a time of disaster.
4. Information on the availability of premises and workspace would be helpful.
5. The business community should develop a long-term recovery plan with Local
Government and the Recovery Authority.

Recommendations
1. Grey District Council should hold a workshop to discuss and prioritise the issues
raised here. Although the writers of this report are confident about their findings as far
as general lessons are concerned, it needs people thoroughly familiar with the Grey
District to be able to see how the lessons could be applied locally and in detail.
2. There is a need for integrated planning in the overall area of information
management and disaster management, analogous to the work done by lifelines
groups on the management of physical resources. It is recommended that integrated
disaster management groups be set up in parallel to the lifelines groups.
3. We suggest a nationwide organization for the coordination of disaster and
recovery management stakeholders similar to that for lifelines groups could be
beneficial and the concept should be investigated.
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Glossary
CBD

Central Business District

CC

Central City

CCC

Christchurch City Council

CDC

Canterbury Development Corporation

CDEM

Civil Defence and Emergency Management

CER

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery

CERA

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority

CETAS

Canterbury Earthquake Temporary Accommodation Service

CRP

Catastrophe Response Programme

Ecan

Environment Canterbury

EQC

Earthquake Commission

ESS

Earthquake Support Subsidy

MCDEM

Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management

MSD

Ministry of Social Development

NGO

Non-Government Organisation

SCIRT

Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team

SDC

Selwyn District Council

SLS

Serviceability Limit State

TA

Territorial Authority

TC

Technical Category

UNISDR

United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction

WDC

Waimakariri District Council
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1. INTRODUCTION
Grey District Council (GDC) engaged the consultants David Elms, Ian McCahon, Hlekiwe Kachali, and
Rob Dewhirst to write a supplement to the earlier 2007 report “Grey District Lifelines Plan; Community
and Council” to discuss lessons learned from the Canterbury and Christchurch earthquakes of 2010
and 2011 and how they could be applied in the Grey District in the case of a major disaster such as
an Alpine Fault earthquake.
There are two phases of activity in a community following a major disaster. The first is response.
Response is immediate; dealing with rescue and restoration of essential services. The second phase,
recovery, follows response, and is the process by which the community brings itself back to normal
functioning, though it may well be a new normality. In Christchurch and Canterbury, we believe that
the response phase was carried out well, with the issues arising aligning well with those addressed in
the 2007 report. Recovery was a different matter. Many significant issues arose which had not been
anticipated and there are major lessons to be learned. For this reason the report concentrates on the
recovery phase and seeks to identify issues and actions which would help GDC to be better prepared
for a disaster.
The focus is on the belief that recovery involves getting the economy of the region back to healthy
functioning as soon as possible after a disaster. This involves close cooperation between three
groups: government (local and national), the social community and the business community. All three
are mutually reliant on each other. The successful recovery of the city of Santa Cruz in the United
1
States following the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989 was in a large part due to such cooperation . In
contrast, the administrative arrangements for the Greater Christchurch Earthquake Recovery does not
readily allow such a structure to be set up.
Clearly there are major differences between Christchurch/Canterbury and the West Coast in
geography, geomorphology, economy and population. Additionally, no two disasters are alike. As a
consequence, detailed requirements for rapid response would necessarily be very different in the two
regions. For this reason the approach used in this report is to take specific issues arising in
Christchurch, extract general lessons from them and then see how the lessons would apply to Grey
District. A word of caution on the final step however: although we can see some ways in which issues
arising in Christchurch could apply to Grey District, we are not well enough acquainted with details of
the communities and how they function. In the end, it is up to GDC to take the more general lessons
we describe and work out in detail how they could apply within GDC to improve its readiness for a
major earthquake and enable the community to recover as quickly as possible. To this end we
recommend that a workshop be held to discuss the issues and come up with specific
recommendations for action by the District.
This report is structured as follows. It begins with an outline of the approach adopted to investigate
and assess lessons learned from the Christchurch/Canterbury earthquakes. Information is then
provided about the earthquake events in Canterbury, and also about both existing and newly
introduced government bodies and legislation relevant to managing the Canterbury recovery.
Next, the report discusses findings: that is, issues identified during the investigation and the resulting
lessons to be learned in the Canterbury context. These lessons are generalised in nature and are

1

A management group of 36 people was set up, known as the “Gang of 36”. Half of the group was
from local government and the other half from the business community. Despite differences in style
and culture among its members, the group worked well together and the process they employed was
effective.
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applicable in the very different context of Grey District. The lessons lead to issues to be considered
by the District. The report concludes with a few general recommendations.
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2. THE APPROACH
2.1 Introduction
The four well-known areas of action that can be taken by a community in order to increase its
resilience in the face of a major disaster are sometimes called the four Rs. They are, in order,
Reduction, Readiness, Response, and Recovery. The first two apply prior to a disaster while the
2
latter two occur after the event. Our earlier report written in 2007 primarily dealt with the first three
phases. However, in the response phase (particularly regarding engineering lifelines) Christchurch
performed well for the most part, and there are few lessons to add to the 2007 report. The main
difficulties have appeared in the fourth phase, that is, the recovery period, and it is here that the most
important lessons lie. For this reason the present report focuses on recovery.
By “recovery” we mean the process by which the economy of a community returns to a stable state. It
might not be the state that existed prior to the disaster. The former normality will seldom be restored.
But at the end of the recovery period the economy will have settled down to a stable state where both
business activities and the lives and livelihoods of individuals can once again be thought of as normal.
In the long run, and with care and good fortune, the new normality may even prove to be better than
before.
Christchurch and Canterbury are still in the process of recovery at the time of writing. The overall
success of the process and the final state of the city and the region will not be known for some years
to come. Nevertheless it is already possible to see some major problems as well as successes, and
certainly enough to provide important lessons by which other communities can be better prepared for
recovery when disaster has struck.

2.2 Systems approach
Recovery from a disaster is often a complex, prolonged and interconnected process; there is no
guaranteed outcome for communities affected by disaster. According to UNISDR (2009), recovery is
the restoration and improvement where appropriate, of facilities, livelihoods and living conditions of
3
disaster-affected communities, including efforts to reduce disaster risk factors . In other words,
recovery is about what happens after the community’s most pressing needs have been met. An
economy can be thought of as made up of interconnected flows such as money, food, supplies,
people and information. The movement and interchange of these flows acts to keep the economy
moving and can sometimes be used as a measure of the state of the economy. Disasters impact on
these flows and recovery can be thought of as being about getting the flows back to normal. As
mentioned above, it may well be a new and different normality.
There are three main strategies for improving community disaster resilience. They are:


Reducing the impact. This involves identifying and analysing major hazards as well as how
the community may be affected by those hazards. Where the hazards cannot be eliminated,
the community should work to reduce the likelihood and magnitude of their impact.



Increasing the rate of recovery. This can be achieved by creating post-disaster conditions
that foster/encourage recovery. Although this could involve many factors, a major key to
success is having a sound and appropriate recovery management structure in place.

2 GDC, 2007, Grey District Lifelines Plan: Communities and Council. Alpine Fault Earthquake Scenario & Lifelines Vulnerability
Assessment
3 UNISDR (2009). UNISDR Terminology on Disaster Risk Reduction. http://www.unisdr.org/we/inform/terminology#letter-r
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Increasing the buffering capacity for major flows. Examples of this are office space and
supplies on hand. If there is an oversupply of office space prior to a disaster then
businesses in offices that are damaged during the disaster can move to undamaged free
office space. Similarly if the supply chain is disrupted by a disaster but there is a buffer of
supplies on hand then business can continue to operate while supply chains are restored. A
buffer acts like a capacitor in an electrical circuit or a lake in a river system and delays
interruption of a critical flow. It buys precious time.

As a result of the interconnected nature of post-disaster recovery, the investigation for this report has
been conducted from a systems perspective and uses aspects of systems thinking and methodology.
A major issue for any complex system is the extent to which it fulfils its purpose and aim. Underlying
our work has been the idea – the metaphor – of system health. A healthy system will fulfil its purpose
well. In order to diagnose the health of different systems involved in the recovery of Canterbury and
Christchurch – and more particularly of Christchurch as it is here that the most important lessons lie –
we have considered whether the system in question has problems related to five criteria which can be
called the healthy-system criteria. They are balance, completeness, cohesion, consistency and
clarity, as shown in no particular order in Figure 1.1. The five criteria are discussed in Appendix C.

Figure 1.1: The five criteria for system health

2.3 Intelligence/Information Gathering
In order to learn about the situation in the Greater Christchurch area interviews were conducted with
people involved in the response and recovery efforts in the region. These included Members of
Parliament and business and industry leaders as well as some involved in specific fields of disaster
recovery. Other information gathered came from a review of the existing and ongoing disaster
recovery research and literature as well as from local media articles.
After each interview the team met to review and assess the gathered information. Some of the
information obtained was used as input for subsequent interviews and other lines of enquiry. From
these meetings six major issues or aspects of the earthquake recovery emerged. In developing the
aspects, the team tried to ensure that there was as little overlap as possible between them. At the
same time, they are not completely independent of each other. The healthy system criteria were used
to identify contributing causes of major issues and lessons that could be learnt from them. These
matters are discussed in Section 5.
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3. THE EARTHQUAKES
3.1 Major Earthquake Events
Beginning in the early hours of 4 September 2010, Canterbury was subjected to an extended period
of seismic activity. The original M7.1 Darfield earthquake was followed by a sequence of more than
10,500 aftershocks and precipitated earthquakes including the M6.2 Christchurch earthquake on the
22 February, the M6 quake on the 13 June and the M6 quake on the 23 December, 2011.
The Darfield earthquake caused surface rupture and significant damage in rural areas between
Hororata and Rolleston, but the major damage resulted from liquefaction in the low lying ground in the
greater Christchurch area between Kaiapoi in the north and Tai Tapu in the south. The Christchurch
earthquake caused extensive damage in Lyttelton and in the Port Hills from Cashmere to Sumner.
The epicentre for the Christchurch earthquake was near the northern entrance to the Lyttelton Road
Tunnel. Although relatively small in size (M6.2) its close proximity to the city resulted in devastating
damage to buildings across the city (especially in the Christchurch CBD and parts of the hill suburbs)
and through to Lyttelton, widespread liquefaction, rockfalls on the Port hills and cliff collapse of a
previously un-envisaged scale. Significant further damage occurred in the M6 earthquake of 13 June,
particularly on already damaged and weakened structures, and to a lesser degree with the M6
December 23 2011 earthquake. The timing of the Darfield earthquake at 4:35am, and the epicentral
distance from the city meant that the city streets were virtually empty and as a result Christchurch was
fortunate in that there were no deaths from falling masonry off buildings, and very few serious injuries.
In contrast, the greater intensity of shaking in February together with the lunch hour time of the event
resulted in 185 deaths and many injuries.
The energy released in the September M7.1 event was about 20 times greater than the February
M6.3 earthquake. However because the M6.3 event was much closer to the Christchurch CBD, a
built-up area, and at a shallower depth (6 km deep compared with 11 km deep for the September
quake) a greater percentage of the total energy released hit Christchurch City itself. Very high ground
accelerations were recorded in the city. Some were amongst the strongest measured anywhere in
4
the world, though in part this reflects the proximities of the seismographs to the epicentre .
Figure 3.1 shows isoseismals for the two major events and compares them with what might be
expected on the West Coast in an Alpine Fault earthquake.

4 From the seismicity section of the Draft Engineering Advisory Group Document May, 2012.
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(a) M 7.1 4 Sep 2010
(Source : Geonet)

(b) M 6.2 22 Feb 2011
(So urce : Geonet)

(c) Possible M 8 Alpine Fault earthquake

Figure 3.1 Isoseismals of MM intensity for two Canterbury earthquakes and
Alpine Fault earthquake
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3.2 Predicted Alpine Fault Earthquake Event
This report is specifically for the Grey District, and hence it is necessary to relate the Canterbury
earthquakes with the West Coast setting. The Canterbury faults on which the recent earthquake
activity has occurred are buried under several hundred metres of sediment and thus there is little
direct observation about them. However they appear to be of relatively short length, in strong, brittle
basement greywacke rock. There may be little overall displacement over them, so that the fault
surface is likely to be irregular. Because of these factors, the stresses in the rock can reach high
levels before rupture occurs resulting in what is termed a high stress drop with the earthquakes, and
high intensity energy release. The earthquakes are also rather unusual in that rather than an
earthquake followed by aftershocks on the ruptured surface, Canterbury has experienced a sequence
of earthquakes which have occurred on different fault lines. Plotted on a map, the earthquake
epicentres clearly group with time. First there is the September 2010 event (which in itself is very
complex with rupture on 3 separate but connected faults; the main rupture being on the Greendale
fault) and an aftershock sequence through to February 2011 when the Christchurch earthquake
resulted from rupture on the Port Hills fault. An aftershock sequence through to June defines the
rupture zone of this fault, which is quite separate from the Greendale and much further to the east, but
the June event then precipitated activity on a fault almost perpendicular to the Port Hills fault. The
December 2011 earthquake was followed by activity to the north east of the city extending under
Pegasus Bay. Thus there seems to be a complex array of fault lines under Canterbury which prior to
the earthquakes all carried a high level of stress. Rupture of the Greendale fault resulted in a
redistribution of stress, which increased the stress on the Port Hills fault leading to its eventual
rupture, and so on. The Canterbury faults have an indeterminate recurrence interval, but
geomorphological evidence suggests at least several thousand years,
By contrast, the Alpine Fault, which is the most likely source of a major earthquake in Grey district, is
a very long fault with very large cumulative displacements across it and is regarded as having a well
developed shear surface in schist rock. Thus there is not expected to be a high stress drop and the
energy release will be spread over a much longer length. The long period of activity (10 to 15 million
years) on the fault line is likely to have removed much of the irregularity on the slip surface.
Therefore, a rupture on the Alpine Fault is likely to be followed by a much more normal aftershock
sequence with aftershocks occurring along the rupture zone. The Alpine Fault event will be much
larger however. A magnitude 8 earthquake will release at least 20 times more energy than the M7.1
Darfield earthquake, or 500 times more energy than the Christchurch earthquake. Best estimates of a
recurrence interval for the central section of this fault remain at about 250 years.
The other important factors to consider in comparing the Canterbury earthquakes with the West
Coast, are the differences in geology and geography. The major damage in Christchurch has been
from shaking to buildings and liquefaction to infrastructure. The rock fall and cliff collapse issues,
while locally severe, have been confined to small areas of the city. On the West Coast, the major
urban areas are at a distance from the Alpine Fault more similar to that of Christchurch from the
Darfield earthquake (20 – 35km) rather than the 5 – 10km with the Christchurch earthquake. This
reduction in intensity of the shaking will be offset by an expected large increase in duration of strong
shaking, from less than about 15 – 20 seconds in Canterbury to perhaps 100 to 150 seconds. This
longer duration means that damage is likely to be greater. It has been noted that buildings which
were deemed to be repairable after February became progressively weaker with the ongoing
aftershocks and that many were condemned after the June or December earthquakes, demonstrating
the effect of this longer cumulative duration. The West Coast also does not have the extensive areas
of highly susceptible liquefiable soils. There are areas where liquefaction is expected to occur, and
some small areas where it might be severe, but the scale will be very much smaller than in
Christchurch where liquefaction has had significant impact on CBD buildings, infrastructure and
housing. On the other hand, the steep topography of much of the West Coast region, combined with
the high rainfall, must produce significantly greater earthquake impacts than in Christchurch,
particularly with respect to transport routes.
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4. RELEVANT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES & LEGISLATION
The following provides a brief overview of relevant government agencies and legislation. More details
about the agencies and legislation are provided in Appendix D.

4.1.1

Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act

The Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) Act 2002 creates a framework for preparing
for, for dealing with and for recovering from local, regional and national emergencies in New Zealand.
One of the main intentions of the Act is to make communities more resilient through Reduction,
Readiness, Response and Recovery, often called “the 4 R’s”.
The Act requires the establishment of CDEM groups throughout New Zealand. The CDEM Act 2002
further requires each CDEM Group to prepare a comprehensive emergency management plan for
their area.
We might note that the CDEM framework seemed to work well in the Canterbury earthquakes,
certainly in recovering lifelines by the end of the response phase. However, the Act is vague as to
what is expected of the CDEM organisations in the recovery phase. The Act implies they have
responsibilities, but is not clear as to what the responsibilities are. Also as will be discussed later in
Section 5.6 there are opportunities to improve the “social lifelines” i.e. organisations that look after the
wellbeing and welfare of the communities affected.

4.1.2

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA)

The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery (CER) Act 2011 was enacted by Parliament in response to the
enormous recovery task required following the Canterbury earthquakes.
Under the Act a new public service department, the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority
(CERA) was established. CERA has broad powers including:


to obtain information from any source;



to enter onto land, modify the land and structures on the land, including demolition, and
register interest in the structures on the land;



to close roads and divert traffic;



to compulsorily acquire land;



to suspend, amend or revoke any council plans and policies; and



to suspend or cancel resource consents.

CERA approves building demolition plans and determines demolition priority. CERA is also directly
involved in the management of the demolition of more the 50% of buildings.
We might comment here that mainly as a result of the Act, though not entirely, CERA was set up as a
government agency under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Minister, and as such was
hierarchical – a top-down organisation, if you will. It also adopted the normal public service culture
and mindset the result of which seemed to be that communication with the community and with
community groups was not good. This was not for want of trying: the CEO, Roger Sutton, seems to
have gone out of his way to provide updated information to the community. What seems to be
missing are what might be called the other legs of good communication, the “legs” being, first,
information going from the authority to the community, then second the community giving feedback to
the authority, and then thirdly, communication going back again to the community signalling that it has
been heard by the authority. We return to the issue in Section 5.
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4.1.3

Local Councils/Territorial Authorities

In April 2011, CERA took control of the recovery of Greater Christchurch. This had the effect of
significantly reducing the powers of the local councils who are responsible for the management of
major assets in their territories. The local councils in the Greater Christchurch area include the
Christchurch City Council (CCC), the Waimakariri District Council (WDC) and the Selwyn District
Council.
Most of the greatest damage to physical infrastructure – that is, sewers, roading and so on – occurred
in Christchurch. To assist CCC in its rebuild effort the Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild
Team (SCIRT) was established. SCIRT is responsible for rebuilding horizontal infrastructure – roads,
water supply, waste water systems, storm water systems, etc. – in Christchurch. SCIRT is a formal
alliance between on the one hand owner participants CERA, CCC and the New Zealand Transport
agency, and on the other, the non-owner participants City Care, Downers, Fletchers Fulton Hogan
and McConnel Dowell. In general the rebuild work is done on a “like for like” basis i.e. replacing
damaged infrastructure with the same type of infrastructure.
However wherever possible,
improvements are being made such as strengthening to withstand future earthquakes.
A major disaster results in social problems as well as physical damage, and here community boards
have major roles to play as they can act as important information go-betweens between councils and
the general population as well as having a cohering function in local communities. CCC has eight
community boards, Selwyn District has two and Waimakariri District has four. Grey district has no
community board at present.
Environment Canterbury (ECan) has a role related to CDEM. It also has oversight of waterways and
waste management, and has to consent to discharges.

4.1.4 Earthquake Commission - EQC
The Earthquake Commission (EQC) was established in 1945. Prior to the Canterbury earthquakes
EQC had built up $5.6 billion in funds backed up by overseas reinsurance.
The Canterbury earthquakes however, are unprecedented in post-European history in New Zealand
and have severely tested EQC. In light of the earthquakes EQC was required to increase its work
force from 22 people to more than 1,000 people. This raised issues such as:


Identification of approximately 1,000 new employees with the appropriate skills;



Control of the quality of work after such a dramatic increase in staff over a very short space
of time while facing instantaneous exponential demand for EQC’s services; and



The scaling up of the EQC information management system and support services to deal
with the large amounts of incoming data.
5

According to a survey commissioned by The Press the response of EQC to this challenge has been
average. Results of the survey are presented in Appendix A. Some people we have talked to have
been extremely satisfied with EQC, but others have been less impressed. EQC-related issues
identified during the information gathering are discussed in later sections.

5 The Press, 29 May 2012, Page A2 “Govt agencies wanted for rebuild”
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4.1.4

Building Act and Regulations

The Christchurch earthquakes have demonstrated some difficulties with legislation around buildings
and earthquake risk, and liquefaction in particular. Liquefaction has been the major issue with
6
housing throughout much of the city . In particular with the heightened seismicity for the region
following the September 2010 earthquake, many areas are subject to damaging liquefaction in a
Serviceability Limit State (SLS) event. This means that any repairs or rebuild requiring a building
consent has to allow for liquefaction, and strictly speaking many houses which are otherwise
repairable would not comply with the building code because the foundations are susceptible to
subsidence in a SLS event. The Department of Buildings and Housing (DBH) has spent much effort
in trying to find a pragmatic way through this, and has expanded the interpretation of amenity. The
DBH Revised guidance on repairing and rebuilding houses affected by the Canterbury earthquake
sequence, November 2011 and Appendix C to that document Interim guidance for repairing and
rebuilding foundations in Technical Category 3, April 2012, detail methods to assess and design
repair and rebuild. These documents now provide a basis for recovery in other earthquakes, and will
remove one of the causes of the delays that have affected Christchurch.

Building beyond the minimum standard?
Current design philosophy around which the building loading code is formulated, is that buildings
need to survive a relatively frequent loading situation without any real damage and remain fit for
use (serviceability limit state (SLS)), and that they must survive a low probability event without
collapse or failure of components that could injure or result in the death of people (ultimate limit
state (ULS). For most buildings, the code gives an importance level 2, and these events are set as
25 year return period for the SLS and 500 year return period event for the ULS. For more critical
structures, such as buildings holding large crowds, or holding high value contents, an importance
level 3 is given with return periods of 25 years (SLS) and 100 years (ULS). Importance level 4
buildings are those with special post disaster functions such as fire and police stations, hospitals,
key power supply facilities. IL4 buildings are designed to SLS return periods of 500 and 2500
years (all for earthquake loading).
The loss of so many buildings in the Christchurch earthquakes has caused many to question the
“life safety” basis of design, and there is now considerable pressure to design to a higher standard
such that less damage to property can be expected. It is also noted that while this can be done
with little additional expense for some buildings, for other structures it can only be achieved at a
significant additional cost. Some persons, who have briefed their engineers for property protection
since the earthquakes, have subsequently reverted to closer to a life safety standard when
presented with the costs of the greater design standard. It is a difficult issue. The economic cost
of failure is a community issue as well as being a cost to the owner – ultimately the country as a
whole bears the cost of economic losses. There is no simple answer, but the issue must be
considered not only by code committees, which can set standards, but also by Government which
has other means of encouraging or demanding required behaviour, such as economic incentives.
Insurers, too, could play a part by adjusting premiums according to the design standard. This
desirable feedback link has been suggested in the past, but insurers have no incentive to use it.

6 See Swiss Re, http://www.swissre.com/rethinking/natcat/Lessons_from_this_years_earthquakes.html for the underestimated
costs of liquefaction. Accessed 21 June 2012
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5. ASPECTS OF RECOVERY
Many factors contribute to the recovery of Christchurch. We have tried to understand the major
contributors through interviewing people intimately involved with the response and recovery. This has
led to an understanding of broad lessons to be learned as to what helps and what hinders efficient
and effective recovery. To understand recovery, we need to understand its major components, the
main issues or areas that contribute not only to its success but also to problems that reduce its
effectiveness. To grasp this and give a perspective to what follows, we first need to understand
Christchurch. We need to recognise its fundamental nature, why it is where it is and as it is, and what
it might become in future. We call this first step understanding the “essence” of Christchurch. It is
quite general. It gives a context to any analysis, and grasping the essence is just as important when
considering the Grey District as it is for Christchurch. It lays a foundation for applying lessons derived
from Christchurch to the very different context on the other side of the Southern Alps.
The idea of needing to found our thinking on the essence of the community arose from some of the
conversations we had with leading figures. As we developed our ideas, it then became clear that
there were six major components of recovery. For want of a better word we will call them “aspects”.
They are: time, money, resources, governance, community and business. The following sections
explore “essence” and the six aspects in the light of the Christchurch and Canterbury experience.

5.1 Essence
Christchurch exists where it is and in its modern form for a multiplicity of reasons. The main ones are:
1. Christchurch is a service centre for the richly productive Canterbury plains.
2. Christchurch is a major transportation hub. It is the centre of road and rail links north, south
and inland to the west. It has a major seaport facility and New Zealand’s second largest
airport.
3. The city and its immediate region is a major education and research centre, with two
universities (Canterbury and Lincoln) and a polytechnic (Christchurch Polytechnic Institute of
Technology – CPIT) as well as a number of research institutions.
4. Christchurch and its surroundings are attractive places to live, with many recreational
opportunities ranging from outdoor recreation and sports to interests in the arts.
Another aspect of Christchurch is its overall shape. Despite the rectangularity of its inner-city street
layout, it is to a large extent a city which radiates out from a central geographical hub, Cathedral
Square. It’s obvious centre distinguishes it from most other large New Zealand cities and helps define
its nature. On the other hand, the city is also confined – by the sea to the east, the Port Hills to the
south, the Waimakariri River to the north and the airport to the north-west. For this reason,
Christchurch has in effect begun to change its shape and expand south-west to Rolleston and north to
Kaiapoi and Rangiora. It is becoming more linear. If this trend continues, commuter rail services will
become a sensible option in future. The earthquakes have demonstrated the risks of building on
liquefiable land, and there is a clear move away from the eastern suburbs. TC3 (refer to Section 5.2.2
for more details) land has a definite stigma attached to it affecting prices and market forces and thus
accentuating the pressures to the north and west, at least for the foreseeable future.
These are all matters which must be taken into account in a thorough way by anyone planning
Christchurch’s future growth and direction.
It is also important not to cling on to ideas which are sometimes thought to be “givens” concerning the
city but are not in fact part of its essence. For example, there is widespread talk of rebuilding
Christchurch’s CBD, its Central Business District. But for years the business aspect of the city centre
has been dying. Even before the earthquakes, many businesses had been moving to new premises
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to the west of Hagley Park. The centre of gravity of the City as far as business activity is concerned
seems now to be in the Riccarton-Addington area. There are two major retail areas there, many new
and substantial office buildings, two stadiums, a theatre and even Christchurch’s main railway station,
which last should be born in mind when planning for the inevitable appearance of rail commuter
transport within the next twenty years. So it is misleading to think in terms of rebuilding the CBD. It is
more appropriate to talk of rebuilding the city centre, the CC if you will, or “Downtown Christchurch”,
and its nature will be far different from what went before. It will probably centre on hospitality,
entertainment, speciality retail outlets, inner-city living and services such as law courts rather than on
commercial businesses.
The following sections discuss what we see as the six main aspects of recovery – time, money,
resources, governance, community and business – and their influence and impact.
Lesson: An important early step in recovery planning is to understand the “essence” of the region.
Matters to be considered include why people are there, the physical shape and nature of the region,
how it is changing and what might it be in the future.

5.2 Time
Time is an essential aspect of recovery. The speedier the recovery the better, at least as long as
speed does not compromise sense or quality. But it is not merely a matter of overall speed. Another
area where time is important is in the matching of needs and the times at which they can be supplied.
We have identified three main aspects of recovery where time is important. They are time issues
speeding up recovery, time issues hindering it, and time mismatches. We consider them in turn.

5.2.1

Time-related factors that have improved recovery time



Establishment of CERA. The prompt establishment of the Recovery Authority and the
determination with which it has pursued its aims have for the most part contributed greatly to
the efficient management of the recovery process. Nevertheless there have been problems
associated with CERA as will be seen, and many of these could be avoided in future.



Non disruption or rapid restoration of critical infrastructure apart from sewerage. By luck, by
ingenuity and most of all by dedicated effort and forethought, critical services were speedily
restored or, if this could not be achieved, alternative means were supplied, such as the
widespread use of Portaloos and chemical toilets. This was important as so much of the
recovery work following immediate response relied on the availability of services. A point to
remember here is that because the damage, though severe, was relatively localised, it was
possible to readily obtain supplies and support from elsewhere in New Zealand. Note also
that the supply of alternative toilet facilities was a form of buffering, as discussed in Section
2.2 above. Much of the success in this area can be seen to be the result of a great deal of
focussed and integrated work on lifelines, stemming from the 1997 report Risks and
7
Realities . An example of the effect of the lifelines work was the power supply company
Orion. As a result of its involvement in the Canterbury lifelines group, Orion systematically
strengthened its vulnerable substations, hardened other facilities and set up a stand-alone
radio communication system, all contributing to the robustness of the power supply following
the earthquakes. The communication system earned Orion the prestigious international
Apex award for 2012.

7

7 Christchurch Engineering Lifelines Group (1997) Risks and Realities: A Multi-Disciplinary Approach to the Vulnerability of
Lifelines to Natural Hazards. Christchurch: Centre for Advanced Engineering.
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Lesson: The prior work of lifelines groups is very important, together with an ability to think outside
the square to provide creative solutions. Both speed recovery.
Lesson: The localised extent of the Christchurch earthquakes is a major factor speeding recovery.


Effective and early government support. At a very early stage following the 22 February
earthquake, the Government offered businesses an Earthquake Support Subsidy (ESS).
This enabled businesses to have a breathing space so that they could retain their staff and
stay in business while considering their next moves. Many if not most affected businesses
were in this way enabled to relocate or recover and to resume operations, often in a new
location. A measure of average business health is the annual rate of turnover of
businesses. Prior to the earthquakes the turnover rate was 11.2% and afterwards it rose to
11.6%. In other words, there was barely any change. The business community proved to
be surprisingly resilient. However, this overview should not conceal the fact that some
individual businesses could not move and so were hard hit, as were some business sectors
such as the hospitality industry.

Lesson: The Earthquake Support Subsidy was effective in keeping businesses viable because it
gave businesses the time to regroup and relocate.

Quick restoration of essential services. Apart from the Earthquake Support Subsidy (ESS),
the quick restoration or non-interruption of critical services as well as the localised nature of
damage helped many businesses to relocate quickly thereby minimising the time in which
they were unable to deliver goods and services.
Lesson: Emphasis should be given to speedy restoration of critical services to the business
community.


Skilled, dedicated, knowledgeable and far-sighted people on hand. Take the Lyttleton Port
of Christchurch for example. The port facilities were gravely damaged in both the
September and February earthquakes. Nevertheless, with some ingenious engineering and
pragmatic temporary solutions the port was very soon up and running again, albeit with a
reduced throughput, leaving permanent repairs to be carried out later. A mix of in-house
and external (e.g. craneage) resources were used.
A second example is Selwyn District Council whose staff saw very quickly after the
September earthquake that liquefaction issues would impact significantly on construction
work in the district. They commissioned a geotechnical engineer to map the areas of
liquefaction and draft a process to facilitate foundation requirements for new building
consents. This was achieved within 4 months, 6 months ahead of the initial land zoning for
Christchurch City, and nearly a year ahead of the more detailed zoning. The extent of the
problems made this task much easier in Selwyn, but if they had not taken the initiative, the
community would have remained in a vacuum in terms of process and ability to move
forward. Not all councils acted as quickly. A problems was that as noted under “Resources”
below, there was a serious area-wide shortage of geotechnical engineers.

Lesson:
Speedy recovery of functionality in complex facilities requires skilled, dedicated,
knowledgeable and far-sighted people on hand. Where they are not part of an organisation, the
organisation should know beforehand where to and how to obtain such resources. Delay could be
costly.
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5.2.2


Time-related factors that have hindered recovery;
Uncertainty. If it is not known what the future holds, when promised repairs can take place,
when zoning decisions will be made or when financial settlements will be made, the
resulting uncertainty means that planning is virtually brought to a standstill. Sources of timerelated uncertainty were:


The sequence of large earthquakes each causing new damage and liquefaction
leading in effect to a resetting of the (response) clock after each event. This made
the transition from response to recovery all the more difficult;



The uncertainty and lack of clarity concerning who was in charge of what. People
and organisations spent valuable time talking to agencies who could not after all
help with particular queries. At times they were passed on to yet more people who
also were unable to help;



Money delays such as delayed payouts from EQC and insurance companies which
affected cash flow; and



The extended time needed for planning. The first government announcements about
land zoning in Christchurch were made in late June 2011, four months after the
February earthquake. Land in greater Christchurch including the Waimakariri
District was divided into four zones:
1. Red zone – land not feasible to rebuild on;
2. Green zone – Rebuilding and repair to buildings could go ahead;
3. Orange zone – areas where the land was still being assessed i.e. “on-hold”
areas. The last orange areas to be given firm “Red” or “Green” status
were notified around 19 May, 2012, almost 11 months after the first zone
announcements; and
4. White zone – un-classified land such as some Port Hills land, the CBD and
non-residential land. In mid June 2012, there were still many white zone
areas.

The green zone was later subdivided into 3 technical land categories. Of these, the green
blue (TC3) zone remained essentially on hold until later April 2012 when guidelines for
foundation work on this liquefaction prone land were released. Area wide geotechnical
investigations were expected to take another year to complete and thus for some people, it
would be over 3 years after the September earthquake before they would get a clear idea of
what repairs were needed, or even if it would be practicable to rebuild on their particular
property.
Lesson: Uncertainty is corrosive. It is inevitable. Uncertainty as to what will happen and when it
might happen saps energy the longer it continues. Thought needs to be given beforehand as to ways
in which the time and magnitude of uncertainty could be reduced.
Lesson: Those in authority need to be open about uncertainty, and where necessary admit to not
knowing.


Final

Solid waste disposal. The earthquakes generated an enormous volume of solid waste both
in the form of liquefaction silt that had to be disposed of and as waste materials from
building demolition. The problem proved to be bigger by far than the writers of this report
had anticipated, and turned out to be a major factor governing the rate at which the cordon
around the city centre could be reduced. By late May 2012, 15 months after the February
2011 earthquake, 770 central city buildings had been demolished with still another 180
buildings scheduled to come down. A significant factor contributing to delay was the issue
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of recycling. The CERA guidelines contained two requirements which turned out to be
incompatible in practice: demolition contractors were required to remove solid waste to a
site in Burwood for recycling, but building owners and their insurers were responsible for the
cost of demolition. It turned out to be a cheaper option for contractors to recycle on site by
crushing reinforced concrete as demolition proceeded so as to separate concrete from
reinforcing steel. However, demolishing structures in this way and recycling on site could
take up to twice as long. This is a clear example of sub-optimisation – a system problem in
which something is advantageous locally, in this case for the building owner, while having a
negative effect on the overall scheme. The problem seemed to stem from private/public
governance incompatibilities.
Lesson: At times different groups focussed exclusively on their own tasks without taking into account
the need to work in with others. This added significantly to delays and lengthened recovery time.
Thought needs to be given as to how this could be minimised in future.
Lesson: Solid waste disposal, including demolition activities, can be a major factor delaying recovery.


Funding uncertainty. Banks usually would not provide loans for building construction if
insurance could not be obtained for a building, and insurance companies were unwilling to
provide new building insurance in the uncertain environment of ongoing aftershocks. This
was compounded when some insurers were unwilling to reinsure in TC3 areas. The
uncertainty seemed to amplify the effect of the funding delays.
In any case, some insurers seemed to delay settlement for an unreasonable length of time.
One person we talked to who lived in a badly damaged but repairable house was told “We’ll
be scoping the work on your house at the end of 2014.” The response was outrage and
bitter complaint. As a result, work started two days later. Thus one aspect of uncertainty
has been unpredictability.

Lesson: Funding uncertainty from lending agencies is a significant issue. Thought needs to be given
as to how this could be minimised in future.


Consenting. Some delays seemed to have arisen in the consenting process for new
structures.



Disagreements between insurance organisations and EQC.
There have been
disagreements over responsibility for pay outs. In August 2011 the High Court ruled that
EQC was obligated to pay up $100,000 after each major aftershock, which substantially
reduced the burden on private insurance companies. The complications of the 2 tier system
with EQC as the initial insurer with private insurance being called on only if damage exceeds
the EQC cap has added delay, uncertainty and frustration.

Lesson: A clearer understanding is required between EQC and insurance companies as to their
respective roles and responsibilities.


Final

Working in a new and unknown environment. Much of what has been experienced in the
Greater Christchurch recovery has not been experienced before at this scale. Management
problems have been significant. Existing organisations have had to expand in a very short
time - EQC went from a staff of 22 prior to the earthquakes well over a thousand in
February, though by May 2012 we understand it had reduced to 150 or so. To recruit a
large number of extra staff at short notice and then ensure an even quality of work was a
challenging management task. A different problem involved the formation of large new
organisations such as CERA. Systems had to be developed and implemented often
concurrently, which led to confusion and a great deal of uncertainty for many affected by the
earthquakes. As noted earlier, there had been a great deal of prior planning regarding
infrastructure, which primarily concerned the response period, but little attention had been
paid to recovery, which is where the major problems have occurred.
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Lesson: The situation following a disaster is not normal, but many issues can be anticipated. Prior
planning for disaster is essential for all organisations, and for recovery as well as for immediate
response.


Delayed access. There have been instances in which businesses had to delay reopening
for a considerable time because their premises, though virtually undamaged, had been
inside the red zone cordon in the city centre. There were also many stories of business
owners being denied access and prevented from salvaging key items such as computers
and databases from buildings and thus being crippled in continuing or restarting their
businesses. There seems to have been a lack of balance between attention to safety and
community needs.

Lesson: There is a need to review protocols for access to damaged buildings or those within a
cordon, particularly in the early stages following a disaster. For many businesses, early retrieval of
records and equipment is vital.


Delays in repair. There have been reports of considerable delays in repairing damaged
buildings, even after zoning uncertainty has been removed. There have been many sources
of delay: EQC and insurance company assessments, for example, have taken longer than
expected, and they might contradict the assessments of the owners’ own engineers, leading
to argument and disagreement between parties. There have also been instances of delays
in carrying out emergency repair work with the end result of much greater damage than
might otherwise have been needed.

Recommendation: There is a need for integrated planning in the overall area of information
management and disaster management, analogous to the work done by lifelines groups on the
management of physical resources. It is recommended that integrated disaster management groups
be set up in parallel to the lifelines groups.

5.2.3


Time mismatches
Building work versus builders’ needs. Builders need a timely supply of work. However,
although there will clearly be a high demand for tradesmen in future, the supply of building
work fell to a very low level after the earthquakes. Major repairs could not commence while
there was uncertainty over status and when funding was not available.

Risk: There is a risk here that skilled manpower could be lost to an affected region if there is no
continuous work supply available to them.

Final



Length of time to rent versus time for which insurance pays. There are examples of people
who had to move out of their homes and into another form of accommodation, for example
because their home was deemed unsafe. Insurance companies have only agreed to pay a
set amount and this money had been used up before more permanent accommodation
could be secured. The Ministry of Social Development (MSD) established the Canterbury
Earthquake Temporary Accommodation Service (CETAS) which has helped to address the
accommodation payment shortfall.
More than 1,700 people have applied for an
accommodation grant.



Timely housing availability. Immediately after the February earthquake more than 350
campervans were set up at the A & P showground but only one of them was used. At the
time it was known that a lot of homes had been damaged and the campervans were set up
as a contingency. In May 2012 long after the campervan site had been disbanded there
were occasional newspaper reports of people living in their car or in caravans. On the other
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hand it is anticipated that at a later date the demand for temporary housing will far outstrip
its availability (refer Section 5.4.4).
Lesson: Provision of temporary accommodation is important but its timing should be carefully
assessed.

Order of planning. A city centre plan has been developed before Greater Christchurch and
regional plans are in place. Under CERA the CCC was mandated with preparing the design
for the new city centre. CCC consulted widely and prepared a draft plan without a plan for
the wider city or the region. Publication of detailed centre-city plans in the absence of wider
plans could lead to suboptimal development and a centre that is less than fully compatible
with the wider area. CCC suggests that wider city and regional plans have already been
thought through. The chairman of the Canterbury Development Corporation (CDC) and the
Mayor have stated that extensive strategic thinking went into the “Christchurch Economic
8
Development Strategy Plan” and the “Urban Development Strategy Plan ”. These plans
were produced just prior to the September 2010 earthquake. CCC argues that the
strategies remain relevant despite the earthquakes and should be the long-range guide for
the recovery. However because these plans were written prior to the earthquakes; they do
not take into account the opportunities created by the earthquake to do things differently.
Any plan may be taken over by events.


Time for zoning decisions versus time when information is needed. Zoning decisions
around ground (liquefaction) damage require a significant amount of geotechnical
investigation. This is not a speedy process, so that the time taken for a zoning decision to
be made can be far longer than the time at which the information is needed by building
owners.

Lesson: It is helpful to have on hand pre-prepared geotechnical records or to build to the
geotechnical characteristics of the land. This could bypass a major source of delay.
Lesson: Territorial Authorities (TAs) need to take geotechnical characteristics and natural hazards
more into consideration when considering new developments.

Time mismatches in insurance policy interpretation. For instance, insurance companies
refused payment of business continuity insurance to some organisations because they could
‘open their door’. This was after the awareness on the part of insurance companies that
premises/buildings used as places of business could not be occupied until they had been
passed fit for occupation by qualified structural/geotechnical personnel. Further, this was at
a time when the services of the set of professionals was in high demand and they were in
short supply.
Lesson: The provisions contained in insurance policies should be clearly understood by policyholders.

5.3 Money
Money is the lifeblood of a modern community. Its flow sustains all activities, whether in normal
circumstances or as it strives to recover from a major disaster. Thus an understanding of what
sustains the flow of money and promotes its availability is crucial to understanding community
recovery. Even more important in terms of lessons for the future is an understanding of factors which
have constrained or blocked money flow and reduced its availability. The availability of funds either
by borrowing or as income is important for individuals and their families for managing their day-to-day
living as well as dealing with unexpected demands such as the need to move house. It is important

8 Press article “Land of plenty ready to grow” Mainlander, page C2, Saturday 19 May, 2012.
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for businesses so that they can keep functioning, carrying out their activities, sourcing supplies and
paying and retaining staff while at the same time responding to new demands such as the need to
relocate.
The overall cost of the earthquakes is very great. In the end it will be of the order of $30 billion.
There has also been a great overall loss of equity in the community.
One person we consulted regarding recovery issues in Christchurch explained “Everything ultimately
seems to be driven by money”.
In what follows we consider different sources of influence affecting the availability or otherwise of
funds.

5.3.1


Positive factors, allowing money flow to keep going
Business subsidies by Government. The main subsidy was the Earthquake Support
Subsidy (ESS), where the Government made an immediate payment of $200 million to
businesses following the February 22 earthquake. This was brilliant, and was critical to the
remarkable resilience shown by the business community as a whole. Apart from employees
being paid as a result of the ESS, another benefit was that the organisations could channel
the much needed savings they had into keeping the business going. In addition to the ESS,
NZ Trade and Enterprise made an immediate payment of $4M to the exporting community.

Lesson: Prompt payment by Government of an Earthquake Support Subsidy is a major contributor to
overall business resilience.

5.3.2


Negative factors, slowing or stopping money flow
EQC. The EQC faced major challenges both in management and in terms of its
relationships with insurers, and regarding definitions, such as whether aftershock damage
should be regarded as a new claim. Although many people found EQC helpful, there were
many problems and significant delays in payments. Some sources of difficulty were:


Assessment level might not match need.



Quick initial response led to non-uniform quality.



Slower subsequent response.



Uncertainty of information - many people were given conflicting, confused and longdelayed responses.
This was exacerbated by the two tier system with
assessments by both EQC and private insurers.



Changing criteria, which required new scoping and assessment.



Quality control – records were sometimes mislaid. Some of the difficulties might have
arisen from high staff turnover.



Definition of whether aftershocks are separate events.



Who pays for engineering reports - EQC or the owner?

Lesson: EQC is a supplier of funds following a disaster. Its track record in Christchurch is mixed,
with frequent unexplained delays. It needs good information management and quality control, and its
role needs review.


Final

Insurance: The availability of insurance is vital. One must have some sympathy for
insurance companies particularly given the ongoing nature of severe aftershocks which has
at times meant that payments for repair have been followed by more damage and new
claims for the same thing. Moreover, it is entirely reasonable that insurance companies
should delay payment while the zoning of land was still being determined. A survey
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reported in The Press showed that most people from their experience found that their
insurance company performed poorly (Refer Appendix A: Figure A2 and A4). There have
been significant issues:


Two major problem areas are these: first there have been seemingly unnecessary
delays in settlement, and secondly the norm often seems to have been that an
insurance company will offer a settlement which is lower than reasonable, and
then raise it when challenged where, for example, an owner has engaged a
consultant to provide an independent assessment of damage. The result is an
increased cost to the community in terms of unnecessary additional fees for
lawyers, engineers and so on. The problems have been exacerbated in some
people’s minds by uncertainty as to the viability of insurance companies as they
have had to deal with events unexpected and unanticipated as to their extent and
severity.

Lesson: Insurance company dealings are mostly driven by staff outside the area and outside the
country with what appears to be a focus on minimising payouts. This has caused considerable
hardship for people in Canterbury, as happened earlier in Edgcumbe.
Lesson: Care is necessary in understanding the details of insurance policies. The extent of cover is
sometimes delineated in the fine print.


Level of insurance. Underinsurance has proved to be a significant problem. There
are two aspects to this. First, an insurance company might not have purchased
sufficient reinsurance. Secondly, there are many cases in which owners have had
insufficient insurance, to cover, for instance, demolition costs. A particular
example of underinsurance has been the case of Christchurch City Council which
significantly underinsured many of its facilities. For example CCC anticipated an
insurance payout of $30.6M for the Christchurch Convention Centre, but the
9
estimated cost of rebuilding it as it was is nearly $70M . Infrastructure also seems
to have been underinsured.
However there is also an argument that assets are over insured. The insurance of
buildings in New Zealand is high compared with other countries, both in terms of
the proportion of buildings insured –- approximately 80% of all buildings compared
10
with a typical level of 20% or less over much of the rest of the world – and the
extent of the insurance cover. Many properties, and particularly houses, had very
small excesses and wording that effectively means repair to as good as new
condition. For some people this has meant waiting long periods of time for
insurance assessment and processing rather than carrying out straightforward
repairs themselves. In other cases this has meant owners pushing for complete
rebuild rather than accepting repair. A prominent structural engineer has
remarked that whereas in other countries building owners would be chaining
themselves to their buildings to prevent demolition and hence complete loss of an
asset worth more than the insurance, in Christchurch we have had owners
pushing hard to get their buildings demolished as the insurance payout is greater
than the perceived value of the repaired structure. While such positions are
understandable from an individual perspective, the net result seems to have been
a higher number of buildings demolished than necessary, with consequent delays

9

However at the time of writing the anticipated plan is to build a much bigger facility.

10 John Hare etal, 2012, Canterbury Earthquake Sequence: Detailed Engineering Evaluation of
Commercial Buildings. 15 WCEE Lisboa 2012
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in recovery times. A similar situation might not arise again as insurers reassess
their exposure and the conditions of the cover they offer.
Lesson: Local authorities should review the insurance of their assets and infrastructure, and ensure
there is appropriate cover and the right level of cover.
Lesson: Complete insurance cover may have a result opposite to that envisaged, as it might
encourage owners to build to a level of safety lower than desirable, or push for complete demolition
rather than repair.


A significant problem was that for a time following the earthquakes many insurance
companies were reluctant to insure new buildings, and in some cases would not
renew insurance. This had a flow-on effect in that with no insurance, banks and
other sources of finance would not lend money.

Lesson: Following a major disaster, it might be some time before loans are obtainable.


Finally, there is an issue where all insurance on a building is bundled into the same
policy. If a principle in purchasing insurance is that one should try to lower the
premium by taking on as much excess as comfortable, then where an owner (such
as the City Council) has many independent facilities and has considered a
reasonable excess on each of them individually, then if a widespread disaster
damages them all at once then the excess they have to cover far exceeds their
comfort level. In other words, there might be a case for separating insurance for
individual events such as fire from widespread natural disaster events. Another
approach is to have a capped excess. If there are separate policies for
earthquake insurance, this would have implications for EQC funding.

Lesson: There may be a case for unbundling insurance policies so that the cover for earthquake
damage is separate from and different from that for other covered events such as fire. Multiple
facilities under the same policy should have a capped excess.


Lending agencies. There was a problem in getting loans for rebuilding and generally for
reinvesting. Some of this was due to a requirement that new construction should be
insured. It was also hard to get contract and works insurance for the people doing the
actual work. If insurance could not be obtained, then loans were not forthcoming.
Nevertheless there was also a perception that for admittedly a reasonably short period after
the earthquakes (which after all were continuing), loan sources dried up. The reason for this
is unclear, but it may simply have been an emotional response by the lending agencies.

5.4 Resources
A functioning community needs resources. One measure of recovery is the extent to which these
resources are available to businesses and individuals. The essential resources required are, in no
particular order:

Final



Infrastructure,



Transportation,



Human resources,



Funding,



Communication/information,



Community groups,



Access, and
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Housing/premises

In what follows we discuss successes and problems associated with such resources.

5.4.1

Infrastructure

Infrastructure comprises sewerage, roading, water supply, electricity, telecommunications and storm
water systems. The cost of the damage was huge. The estimated overall cost of infrastructure repair,
which excludes power and telecommunications, is more than $2 billion (refer Appendix B).
Nevertheless, for the most part infrastructure services were restored to a functional level in a
remarkably short time. The obvious exception was sewerage where the damage was severe and not
easily repaired. Even here, though, temporary solutions such as pumps and over-ground piping as
well as the provision of Portaloos and chemical toilets meant that a functioning system was soon in
place. The success in these areas can be attributed to three things: dedicated hard work with
creative solutions, the fact that the earthquake damage, though great, was relatively localised
enabling resources to be brought in from outside, and finally the existence of the Canterbury Lifelines
groups which have for a number of years focussed coordinated effort on hardening facilities and
increasing their ability to survive a disaster.
Lesson: Three significant lessons arise:
 Pre-planning and prior investment is important
 Prior understanding of the availability of outside resources is important
 The necessary manpower and plant must be available and well-supported.

5.4.2

Transportation

Two issues here are transportation within the city, and transportation links with the rest of the country
and the outside world.
Within the city, quite apart from initial road damage, which was rapidly dealt with by way of temporary
repairs, there was ongoing disruption both due to the existence of the central cordon and also
because ongoing repairs to roads and other infrastructure meant that possible routes were constantly
changing and subject to disruption. Disruption to roads in the east of the city and closing off of the
one-way system through the CBD pushed more traffic on to roads in the west of the city. Some roads
were temporarily re-configured to allow this to happen. For example in Curtletts Road between
Riccarton Road and Blenheim Road the configuration was changed to two south bound lanes and one
north bound lane in the morning and in the afternoon two north bound lanes and one south bound
lane. The transportation needs of demolition and reconstruction placed added pressure on city
roading.
With the organic movement of businesses westward and the permanent change in land use caused
by the red zoning in the east of Christchurch, traffic flows were significantly different to pre earthquake
patterns. As a result the transportation network became overstressed in some areas and had excess
capacity in others. With the exception of the Orbiter service, bus routes were all radial into the central
city and no longer fitted travel needs. The impression was that overall traffic became significantly
busier as people were forced to travel by car longer distances not easily served by public transport.
The recovery period is the best time to put in place planning to re configure the wider city transport
network to meet the needs of a new normality. The earthquakes created an opportunity to re-look at
transportation in the Christchurch and Canterbury and to consider different ways of using existing
assets. For instance rail could be used to bring commuters from towns such as Rolleston, Rangiora
and Darfield.
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Trucking firms have long recognised the problems of making deliveries to shops and offices in
compact commercial or business precincts. The earthquakes produced an opportunity to improve
road layouts to accommodate goods truck deliveries.
As for transport links out of Christchurch, disruptions were minor even though the damage was
sometimes great. Christchurch Airport was largely unaffected partly because of its location at some
distance from the epicentres. This was fortunate as the 24/7 airport is one of Christchurch’s most
important assets. Lyttleton Port of Christchurch continued to function despite severe damage due to
good engineering and effective temporary solutions. Road links were little affected, and the rail links
north, south and west as well as to Lyttleton were restored in a remarkably short time. The external
transportation links were thus a success story, and this had a major effect on the recovery of the city
and region. It must be borne in mind, however, that the main damage from the earthquakes was in
Christchurch and that the earthquakes had little impact beyond the city and the relatively benign
plains area.
Lesson: Rapid restoration of external transportation links has a major positive effect on recovery.

5.4.3

Human resources

The recovery effort needs:


Skilled people such as tradespeople, engineers, architects, administration staff and so on.
Many of these come from outside Canterbury,



Empowered individual leaders, and



Empowered groups, such as community groups and the Student Volunteer Army (SVA)

The human resources in turn require support, both physical (funds, accommodation, services,
infrastructure and retail), and also psychological requirements, the most important of which, according
to various leaders we interviewed, principally involve giving hope.
One significant problem was the shortage of geotechnical engineers. In the short term, geotechnical
specialists were needed to map damage and hazards to enable zones to be designated. However, an
ongoing problem is that the required balance between structural engineers and geotechnical
engineers has changed. Prior to the earthquakes there were relatively few geotechnical engineers
practicing in Christchurch compared to the relative abundance of structural engineers, but in future
much more geotechnical engineering will be needed for the foundation design of domestic and
commercial buildings.
Lesson: Authorities should ensure there is adequate support for human resources, especially
accommodation.
Further discussion on human issues is given below under “Community”.

5.4.4

Housing

Demand for housing comes from several sources:


Canterbury people who need housing:
i. Those whose houses are permanently damaged or who have to move out
because they live in a red zone area.
ii. Those who need to move out of their homes for a short period (weeks to
months) while their home is repaired.



New people who will be coming into Canterbury as part of the necessary workforce for
rebuilding. Many will bring their families.

The demand is partially offset by the fact that many people have left the area, often permanently. The
Chamber of Commerce estimated that housing would be required for people of the order of the
Final
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population of Ashburton (30,000 people). The Government has built new temporary accommodation
such as the village of 41 houses in Linwood Park. However 41 houses would suffice for about 100
people, so the projected shortfall in accommodation is very large.
Lesson: Planning for and provision of temporary housing is important. It is important to get the timing
right.

5.4.5

Money/Funding

Funding is an essential resource. It has been covered above (Section 5.3 Money), but is included
here for completeness.

5.4.6

Communication/Information

People need information, and they need to be able to communicate, both with each other and with the
authorities. The issues are discussed further under “Governance and Management” below.

5.4.7

Access

Both individuals and businesses need access to their homes and means of livelihood. On both
counts access was denied to many early on when their homes and businesses were within a
11
cordon . For some businesses this was a severe blow as there was no access to records or to vital
equipment. People were prevented from entering the cordon for safety reasons. Some businesses
and people who lived in what became the Christchurch Central City Red Zone say they did not know
who they should have spoken to for access to the Christchurch Central City Red Zone. Additionally,
they reported that the access criteria were unclear – some were allowed in while others were not. This
led to what one business owner called ‘corruption’ in that if the ‘right people’ were spoken to, then the
business owner was given access. Part of the reason for the emergence of this situation was that
information to do with the Red Zone was unclear, even if it was available.
However, while we agree that in many cases entry would have been very unsafe, nevertheless the
issue needs to be revisited. A single rule was applied to all situations, and in any case the extent to
which authorities should take responsibility for individuals’ personal safety is debatable. There must
be a balance between safety and recovery of the business community, and the balance was probably
not struck correctly.
Lesson: Preventing people entering their premises can slow recovery. Safety must be balanced
against the need for business recovery. There should be a review of entry protocols allowing access
to damaged business and cordoned-off areas.
There continues to be an ongoing issue with respect to building safety. As buildings have been
checked with respect to seismic strength, there has tended to be an overlying conservative approach
in declaring buildings unsafe and requiring immediate evacuation, despite having survived the
earthquake sequence so far. There needs to be a balanced outlook between the risk to life (a
probability) and the disruption, loss of income and distress caused by building closure (a certainty).
Lesson: A balanced risk management approach is required when dealing with all aspects of
recovery. Different risks, such as safety and the different risks to business recovery, need to be
weighed appropriately and balanced against each other rather than putting all the weight on safety

11 The biggest cordon was around the CBD, but some residential areas were also cordoned off. Brooklands, for instance, had
its entries guarded by troops following the Darfield earthquake, as much as anything to keep out rubberneckers and to minimize
use of the badly damaged roads. There were different criteria for access for different cordoned areas.
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alone.

5.5 Governance and Management
Governance, in particular governance leadership, determines the directions and rate of the recovery
process. The right model of governance will allow the true essence of Christchurch and Canterbury to
dominate the recovery. An underlying issue is that each authority – CERA, CDEM and local
authorities – has limits to its powers. Different aspects of governance that can impact on recovery
include the transition from response mode to recovery mode, the interactions between different
authorities, CERA and its leadership, strategy adopted, planning, system management and, not least,
the nature and effect of communication with individuals and the business community. Clarity as to
roles is important – one’s own and those of others. The transition from response to recovery is
especially important as this affects what rules are made as well as the mindset of the people involved
in the recovery efforts. The shift in mindset from response to recovery may play a part in ensuring
rapid and effective recovery.

5.5.1

Transition between response and recovery

The response and recovery phases following a disaster need a clear demarcation between them, and
different governance or management models. A different approach and a change in mind set are
required for each.
Characteristics of the response phase are:


It is very dynamic with the situation changing rapidly particularly in the early part of the
response;



The situation is chaotic, with a large number of issues and a wide range of dimensions;



Short term solutions are needed to address urgent issues, with little or no opportunity for
consultation; and



Strong command and control leadership is required to manage the situation.

Characteristics of recovery are:


There is a much more stable situation although damage means that circumstances are not
normal. The larger the disaster the further the situation is from normal;



The situation may not be completely understood but is stable enough to allow assessments
be undertaken such as geotechnical or structural investigations;



Solutions can be developed based on long term visions and the new reality; and



Inclusive, dynamic leadership is needed that allows decisions to be made in a consultative
manner while maintaining an acceptable recovery rate and clear recovery path.

In Canterbury there was a delay or vacuum between the end of the response phase and the
beginning of the recovery phase and continuing sizeable aftershocks put back the recovery clock.
However the enacting of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act clearly defined the beginning of the
recovery phase.
Lesson: The approach required during the response phase is quite different from that required
during the recovery phase. The change from response to recovery needs to be clearly defined and
articulated.
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5.5.2

Governance model

The councillors and staff of local authorities are not elected or appointed to deal with a big regional
disaster. The skills required are very different, and those involved may need help. The same is true
12
of members of community boards . A governance model is required that optimises the recovery
effort. CERA was established by the Government as the recovery model for Canterbury. This has
both positive and negative aspects. From the positive point of view, the enactment of the CER Act
and the formation of CERA undoubtedly sped up the recovery process by being able to focus
attention and effort where it was needed, to coordinate the whole process and to cut through normal
bureaucratic processes to get things done quickly and pragmatically. It was certainly very much the
right move by Government and overall it has been successful. This is one lesson.
Lesson: For a disaster of this magnitude, establishment of a Recovery Authority with overall control
of recovery is the right approach.
However, there have also been problems. This is scarcely surprising given the magnitude of the
situation and the need to set up an organisation – a Ministry of the Government – quickly and from
13
scratch, with no precedent in New Zealand as to how it should be done. Here we try to tease out
some of the problems in order to learn from them for future events. We found the following issues:


Consultation. There is intent in the Act for consultation. However communication needs to
be three way: CERA informs the community, the community gives their views on the
information and CERA responds confirming that they have heard the communities’ views.
However consultation as determined by CERA varied from limited to none at all. There
seems to have been no consultation on geotechnical land zone classification in
Christchurch. The Recovery Strategy has been developed in consultation with Christchurch
City Council, Waimakariri and Selwyn District Councils and Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu. A
Recovery Strategy was opened for a six week period for public consultation.
Waimakariri District Council’s (WDC) approach pre-CERA was to keep in touch with the
community and share information transparently. The Council had a very inclusive approach
to the community. After CERA came into power WDC’s approach changed overnight to one
of limited and managed information disclosure, exclusivity and an appearance of being topdown driven.
The perceived difference in consultation approaches between CERA and WDC is borne out
14
in a survey by The Press which found that 78% of those interviewed considered that WDC
performed well and 6% considered it did not, while 68% thought CERA had performed well
and 25% considered it had not.

Lesson: The community needs to know that it is being heard and that it is being valued or respected.


Leadership.
Some of the leaders we spoke to in Christchurch questioned the
appropriateness of the current leadership through CERA. They suggested it is not clear
who is really in charge, there is no clear vision and the leadership is perceived as exclusive
and uninspiring. This is a perception – the leadership may have been better than that – but
perceptions are important.

12

It is noted that there are no community boards in Grey District. However there are a number of other organisations that may
fulfill the role of community boards such as the West Coast Rural Support Trust, Federated Farmers, hall committees and so
on.
13 There have been such Ministries set up in other countries after major disasters e.g. the Aceh-Nias Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction Agency (BRR) set up in Aceh, Indonesia, after the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami.
14 The Press, 29 May, 2012, page A2, “Govt agencies wanted for rebuild”
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Lesson: Community perception of clear leadership is important.


Unclear role of Local Authorities. The responsibilities and powers of Councils after the
formation of CERA are not clear. Although the CER Act states that Councils retain powers
over rates, CERA has wide ranging powers over other areas under Council control and in
particular has powers to modify the Councils’ planning documents. This encourages a
command and control model that might be good in the response and early recovery phases.
However, as the recovery progresses, other stakeholders groups such as local councils
need to feel they are part of the process. This comes about when they feel they own the
plans they make.
CERA gave CCC the responsibility to develop the Christchurch central city recovery plan.
The implementation, however, has not gone to CCC. In April 2012 the Minister directed
CERA to set up a new unit, the CCDU, to determine how the Christchurch central city plan
would be implemented.
There were elected councillors who had no idea what to do when the earthquakes struck.
There had been no prior thought as to their roles and responsibilities. One councillor told us
she had no idea what she was supposed to do.

Lesson: The role and powers of local authorities under the Recovery Authority are unclear, and
relationships seem uneasy.
Lesson: The roles of elected representatives in the event of a disaster should be thought out prior to
the event. This applies to both councillors and community representatives.

Accountability. There are accountability requirements under the CER Act. One way in
which this is achieved is the requirement for the Minister to appoint a community forum.
However members are appointed not elected and only inform and advise the Minister. The
forum has remained largely invisible to the Canterbury community; there is little or nothing
from them in the media. The Minister is to arrange a cross party parliamentary forum. This
is to be held from “time to time” to inform and advise the Minister. Finally, the Minister must
provide quarterly reports on the operation with details on powers exercised under the Act.


Recovery partnerships. There is very little opportunity for the region’s communities to act as
“recovery partners”. There is no external regional elected board that CERA is required to be
informed and advised by or a board that CERA is answerable to.
After the Loma Prieta earthquake in 1989, a group of 36 people which subsequently became
known as the “Gang of 36”, was formed in Santa Cruz made up of 18 nominees from the
Chamber of Commerce and 18 nominees from the local council. The gang worked at a high
level creating a vision of post-earthquake Santa Cruz. The “Gang of 36” operated on
consensus and once a decision was made there was no going back. This provided certainty
in moving forward. The City Council did not delegate authority to the “Gang of 36” but
adopted all their recommendations.

Lesson: The appropriate governance structure of a Recovery Authority needs careful rethinking in the
light of the Canterbury experience.

5.5.3

Strategy

Where the needs are urgent, there is a great temptation to jump in and take immediate action, but this
would be counterproductive. First, a strategy is required. To form a sound strategy requires two
overriding things: to understand the essence of the situation, and to have a clear objective. The CER
Act required CERA to develop a strategic plan. Particularly because the situation was both novel and
very complex, it would have been no easy matter to produce a good plan in a situation of urgency.
Nevertheless, a plan was produced, and it is to CERA’s credit that it was developed relatively quickly.
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CERA has developed a recovery strategy. However it is unclear how well the fundamental issues
have been identified; it appears that the main driver is to get things built to show that recovery is
happening. Without clearly understanding the basic issues in a balanced way the recovery strategy is
very likely to be less than optimal. Under the Act once the recovery strategy is in place all other
planning documents must be aligned with the strategy.
Lesson: Development of a recovery strategy requires a clear and appropriate focus.
It must be accepted that decisions will be made that in hindsight can be seen to be flawed, or to have
unforeseen effects. The subdivision of the green zone into three geotechnical land categories was
originally made to facilitate the recovery by clearly defining those areas where no special geotechnical
input was required. However, by designating the TC3 zone as the area of moderate future
liquefaction damage and therefore requiring engineering input, the system also created a zone of
undesirable land with consequent impact on property values and ability to get insurance or loans.
The TC3 zoning has therefore had an effect of distorting the recovery and has encouraged a focus on
repairing the straightforward areas leaving those in the TC3 zone, who often have the most need,
waiting in limbo.

5.5.4

Planning

It is important to get timing right. For instance housing availability must align with the time when it is
required. The recovery needs to be broken down into stages to reduce complexity and provide clarity.
The Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team (SCIRT) has outlined priorities and a
programme based on the New Zealand Treasury’s Better Business Case Guidelines adapted for the
Canterbury Recovery. In developing priorities SCIRT used the following six criteria:
i.

Operational priorities such as reducing sewer overflows;

ii.

Inter-dependent works such as carrying our works at the same time to create
efficiencies;

iii.

The priorities of medical, emergency, schools, hospitals and major transport routes
open;

iv.

External factors such as the plans of other utilities such as power and
telecommunications and other recovery works such as the housing rebuild
programme;

v.

All the above are considered in the context of constraints such as availability of
resources, cash flow and geospatial constraints e.g. land zoning;

vi.

After considering all the above, apply common sense and consider the question “is
this the right thing to do now?”

Lesson: An alliance such as SCIRT allows the repair and rebuild of horizontal infrastructure to go
ahead in a coordinated manner. SCIRT is made up of stakeholder representatives ensuring good
buy-in to the solutions developed.
Lesson: Where infrastructure is tightly coupled infrastructure providers need to work together.

5.5.5

Information and communication

The Canterbury earthquakes resulted in a highly complex and interacting situation with a mass of
conflicting and confusing details. The task of CERA and of any other governing authority was to
make sense of this detail in a consistent way. Moreover, each activity and each possibility contributed
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to information which had to be assessed, filed appropriately and responded to. It was a massive
management task, often made more difficult by the need for prompt decisions regarding actions and
priorities. Good communication with stakeholders was important – between major parties involved,
and also between authorities and the public. Community boards and other community groups
potentially had an important role to play in the interaction between communities and authorities – a
part played with varying degrees of success perhaps because the prescribed functions of a
community board do not include activities in an emergency. Communication with the public had to
meet two requirements: the need for information and the need for reassurance. The two are not
independent, as sound and consistent information helps provide reassurance. And here, there seem
to have been problems. Good communication involves response, and so must include listening as
well as telling, which relates to the need people have for respect and acknowledgement – important
psychological matters which can help recovery.
The role of the EQC has been central to the recovery of housing areas on liquefaction damaged land.
They have funded and co-ordinated an extraordinary effort in field assessment, geotechnical
investigations and collating data that has underpinned the land zoning decisions. However, because
of the perceived commercial and political sensitivity of much of this material, especially with the two
tier insurance model, most of the information has not been disseminated widely until recently. This
has led to frustration, suspicion and some duplication of scarce resources.
Lesson: Good communication between authorities and stakeholders as well as between stakeholders
is important so the communication structure needs careful thought. Development of trust is important.
Prior training would be helpful.
Lesson: Community boards and other community groups need to be aware of their potential role in
disaster and recovery.
We comment elsewhere about the importance of hope to individuals and communities. It is a source
of empowerment, so much needed during the lengthy period of recovery. There are two problems
here. The first is that definitive information often cannot be given where there is an environment of
uncertainty. The ongoing aftershocks and the time needed to obtain data on, for example, soil
structure meant that firm information was often necessarily delayed.
Nevertheless there were two areas where communication and information seemed to fall down. The
first seemed to be due to the way in which CERA had been structured. It acquired a public service
culture which did not make interactive communication with the public easy – interactive in the threeway sense referred to above (Section 4.1.2). Thus many people believed they were not heard and
that they and their needs and ideas were being sidelined.
The second problem was that all too often some action will have been agreed by an authority, by
EQC for instance, only for the affected householder to find, after some months, that there was no
record of the previous agreement, or that new rules were now in place negating it. This is sloppy
management and is not acceptable even though we realise the magnitude of the management
problem overall.
Lesson: Good information management including record-keeping, storage and retrieval is important,
not just for efficiency but also because it helps build trust. Good quality control is imperative.

5.6 Community Empowerment
The recovery of Christchurch and Canterbury is ultimately for the people of Christchurch and
Canterbury. The reconstruction of infrastructure and facilities is irrelevant without communities, thus
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people and their needs should be at the heart of recovery. However the degree of involvement of
communities in the recovery has been mixed. Communities have generally felt disempowered and
15
not appreciated, and there has been a lack of trust in the authorities .
In both the response and recovery phases there is great capacity within the community for self-help,
and for helping others. There is, potentially, a power, an energy, in individuals and in community
groups. The Student Army, for instance, was an initiative starting from a very few individuals, and it
grew into a very effective agent for ridding houses and local businesses of the liquefaction silt that
had overwhelmed them. Community power is something that can be tapped, supported and used.
But it cannot be taken for granted. We have found that a central ingredient in community
16
empowerment is hope . Another important ingredient is trust.
Lesson: Community power is something that can be tapped, supported and used.
Community groups and networks in Christchurch experienced disempowerment during the response
to the February earthquake. An example is the distribution or handing out of blankets to the needy
when the first cold snap hit. Instead of making use of locally based community groups with strong
network links into the affected communities, funders required names and addresses of recipients so
that their own volunteers, from outside the affected communities, could conduct home visits to make
spot assessments. The local groups considered this to be unnecessary and inefficient duplication
which wasted time.
Problems for the local groups compounded as Christchurch moved into the recovery phase. Local
groups’ reserves had run low. The 52 community groups housed in the Christchurch Community
House were forced to move out as it was assessed unsafe and demolished. A total of 456 other
organisations that used facilities at Community House such as meeting rooms also had to find
alternative arrangements. Community groups that had paid $150 per month at Community House
were now having to compete in the commercial office market and having to pay considerably more.
Large funding organisations seemed unable to help local groups. Their focus was on addressing the
needs of those directly affected by providing blankets and so forth. The large funding organisations
were unable to provide support to local organisations in ways such as paying wages, meeting rental
costs etc. As the large funding organisations withdrew a vacuum was created. There were still real
needs to be met in the community but the local groups with their now-depleted resources and
makeshift office arrangements were not in a strong position to help.
There are three questions that can be asked regarding community empowerment:


What enhances it?



What drains it?



How can it contribute effectively without being counterproductive?

Lesson: Three questions regarding community empowerment are: What enhances it? What
diminishes it? How can it contribute effectively without being counterproductive? The questions must
always be addressed, but the answers will be specific to the particular situation.
Waimakariri District Council found that its orientation towards its community and its strong networks
meant that the Council was able to work in a very positive way with the community during the

15

View expressed by Ruth Dyson during interview 23 March, 2012

16 We were struck by the number of people we interviewed independently identifying hope as an important community issue.
See also an article in The Economist, 12 May 2012 p71: “Free Exchange: Hope springs the trap.”
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response phases after the September earthquake and each major aftershock as well as into the
recovery phase until CERA took over. The Council shared information with the community when they
had it and worked with the community to develop solutions. The community felt empowered and
included in decision making.
The Waimakariri District Council found that pre-disaster trends were amplified by the earthquakes. In
general, community organisations that worked well pre-disaster functioned even better after the
disaster, while weak community organisations were further weakened.
Many members of the community work in businesses.
business community. They need each other.

Communities are closely related to the

After the earthquake in Santa Cruz (1989) the Gang of 36 mentioned above in the section on
Governance initially had a moderator to facilitate interaction between the 18 nominees from the
Chamber of Commerce and the 18 nominees from the local council. At first the local council was antidevelopment and kept the business community outside. However the Gang of 36 soon dispensed
with the moderator as trust built amongst the group, and by operating by consensus it was able to
overcome the dysfunctional relationship that had existed between the local council and the business
community. The role of the Gang of 36 was advisory, but its advice was trusted and always adopted.
Lesson: The Santa Cruz model is an effective example of community partnership.
Because of the powers under the CER Act, CCC assumed that, whatever the outcome of
consultation, authorisation would be given to dispose of large volumes of asbestos cement waste at
the Burwood landfill. The Burwood community, however, protested loudly and CCC was forced to
make a U-turn and change the disposal location to the Kate Valley landfill.
Uncertainty is a major drain on community power and energy. Communities in the red, orange and
white zones were among communities facing the greatest uncertainty. Orange zones were undecided
areas “on hold” for almost 12 months not knowing the outcome of their homes. People in white zone
areas did not know their position.
After the announcement of red zones in Kaiapoi, Pines Beach and Kairaki Beach, Waimakariri DC
developed a coordinated demolition programme with all parties and spent four weeks informing first
the immediate community and then the wider community of the programme and the implications for
them. EQC and the insurers then disagreed on some matter resulting in the programme being
abandoned. Demolition work then went ahead on an uncoordinated and unannounced basis with
neighbours in adjoining properties concerned and uncertain as to whether their property would be
next.
The general feeling or perception of disempowerment was demoralising and might have led to people
losing hope and leaving. Much more importantly, if communities are not heard, the infrastructure and
the facilities that are built might not be either what they need nor what they want, and the once-only
opportunity to provide what the communities do require on a large scale will have been lost.
We have mentioned the key concept of hope: hope is a generator of energy. We have also noted the
importance of trust. A third important word is “respect”. Where individuals and groups perceive they
have been treated with a lack of respect, their will to act is reduced.
Lesson: Three important concepts central to community empowerment are hope, respect and trust.
Authorities should be careful to do nothing to diminish them.
Nevertheless it must be said that if community power is applied unwisely and in an uncoordinated way
it can be counterproductive. One Ken Ring (the “Moon Man”) created a sense of panic in the refugee
communities in Christchurch by predicting a strong aftershock on a particular day. This caused the
evacuation of over a thousand refugees to Auckland and Wellington with a few going to Sydney.
Well-meaning but inexperienced volunteers helped, but as they lacked a transparent administrative
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process or links to relevant agencies, there were no records of who had left. This caused thousands
of hours of Christchurch agency staff and refugee Council members’ time to work out who had left and
17
who had merely moved within the city .
We have mentioned CERA, the CCC (including community boards) and the Waimakariri District
Council. Other authorities also have a part to play in community empowerment and otherwise –
NGOs such as the Red Cross, for example. One problem seems to have been the sometimes difficult
relationships between the various bodies, as well as with community groups. It seems to us that there
is an analogy here with the relationships between infrastructure providers prior to the publication of
Risks and Realities and the subsequent country-wide development of lifelines groups, which as
mentioned earlier have worked together in a coordinated and effective way to prepare themselves for
major disasters. There is a case for developing a similar national programme or process for
coordinated disaster and recovery management.
Recommendation: A nationwide organization for the coordination of disaster and recovery
management stakeholders similar to that for lifelines groups could be very beneficial and the concept
should be investigated.

Lyttleton Farmers Market – energy in a hard-hit community

17 Christchurch Migrant Inter-agency Group. Lessons learned following the earthquake of 22 February, 2011. May 2012
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Lyttelton: a case study on community energy
The town of Lyttleton was particularly hard-hit by the 2010 and 2011 earthquakes. Most
substantial buildings in the main street were destroyed, many businesses lost their premises and
there was substantial housing damage. Yet at the time of writing (August 2012) there is a feeling
of excitement and positive energy in the town. It is a good example of how community energy
can be mobilised to lift spirits as well as tackle practical issues. There is a major lesson here for
other communities. Many things are happening. There is a weekly farmer’s market, and a wellorganised time bank which allows residents to barter their skills and time. A visible project was
the Lyttelton Gapfiller Project that encouraged artistic endeavours as temporary fillers for spaces
once occupied by demolished buildings. There is a strong arts and crafts movement in the town,
and newer cafes are springing up.
There are several reasons why Lyttleton has done well. First, it is a relatively small and
geographically well-defined community, surrounded by hills and the sea, which encourages
interaction between residents. It has a strong sense of history, and many of the people who live
and work there have strong local ties.
Next, it has strong community organisations which were, importantly, well in place before the
earthquakes. The most notable are
The Lyttelton Harbour Business Association (LHBA) which prior to the earthquakes
had a membership of at least 120 businesses and economic organisations.
 Project Lyttelton, which runs the Farmers Market, the community garage sale and
the Time Bank. It also organises festivals and other events. The Time Bank was
able to adapt rapidly to the new needs following the earthquakes.
 The Lyttelton Community Board, which responded quickly following the earthquakes,
organising meetings and so on.
 The Lyttelton Information Centre which prior to the earthquakes served visitors.
However, after the February earthquake the Centre acted as the town’s information
repository and is where the town’s residents went for information.
The community based organisations worked closely together towards a common goal: the
recovery of Lyttelton. They were able to use the town’s strengths such as the loyalty of the
residents and ties to the arts and crafts community in their recovery programmes, and they were
able to harness the energy of the residents and channel it towards projects aimed at the town’s
recovery.


Finally, and not least, there is the matter of people. Organisations will flag without leadership. In
Lyttleton, the town had energetic individuals who drove much of the activity in the town, though
many other community members were involved. And most importantly, they had strong support
from the local residents, most of whom have a personal attachment to the town and want to see it
recover.
Thus Lyttelton has shown how pre-disaster, community-led organisations can contribute to
recovery. As the key reason for its success was the prior existence of strong community
organisations, a clear lesson is that such organisations should be encouraged and supported
before any disaster has occurred.
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5.7 Business Community
A healthy business community is crucial for the economy and so it is important that it can rebound
after a disaster to ensure money keeps flowing. Businesses provide employment and services and
these are essential for a sustainable community. More than this, businesses are often an integral part
of communities and have strong links within communities because of the relationships between
businesses, their employees, employees’ families and the community at large. And within the
community, individuals rely on the existence of retail outlets both because of their physical needs for
food and so on and also because functioning retail outlets give a psychological message that all is not
lost. Thus local dairies and community shopping centres are important. During and after a major
disaster all these links impact on how well communities and businesses recover.
After the February 2011 earthquake many businesses relocated. This happened organically.
Businesses need hubs so tended to relocate towards areas where other similar businesses existed
such as in the Tower Junction-Addington area and near the Airport. Businesses have taken on
relatively long term leases (five years or more). This allows them to settle and become established in
their new location and customers to adjust to these arrangements. These businesses may not want
to move back to the city centre. Such matters need to be taken into consideration in the development
of the recovery strategy.
Aspects of the recovery where business issues have an impact include business resilience, the nature
of the business and business location, the role of business in recovery. These are discussed below.

5.7.1

Positive aspects of business recovery

The business community showed great resilience overall, though some sectors were hard hit.
Business resilience was helped enormously by the prompt cash injection (ESS) by Government
immediately after the February earthquake as discussed earlier. At the time of writing this report the
annual turnover rate of business was very similar to the rate prior to the earthquakes (Refer section
5.2).
The area of Christchurch badly affected by the earthquake was relatively small so that not all
businesses in Greater Christchurch and the broader region were affected. Also there was a relative
over-supply of business premises in Christchurch into which affected businesses could move. Some
affected business such as ICT-based businesses could adapt by allowing employees to work from
their homes.
Some businesses managed to turn the challenges created by the earthquake into opportunities. A
cheesemonger forced out of the CBD started selling out of the back of his van and at the same time
collected his customers’ email contact details. He used the email addresses to obtain orders and
notify his costumers of where he would be selling. His business has increased by 10% since the
earthquakes.
As an example of versatility and creative response, a truss fabricator in Blenhiem formed an
arrangement with building companies in Christchurch to make up and supply trusses. Orders of
trusses are emailed to him, he makes up the orders and they are transported to Christchurch the next
day.
Many businesses realised it was important to take good care of their staff. One aspect of this was to
discover their real needs. It turned out that general surveys of staff did not work, as people routinely
reported they were all right and coping even though they were not. The answer was for senior
managers to talk to staff individually. Only then did the real needs become apparent. The company
could then take action. For instance, Solid Energy rented a number of holiday homes in Hanmer
Springs and sent staff and their families there to get some respite from the problems and pressures
they faced in Christchurch.
In other cases, businesses collaborated by getting together to share what had worked for each of
them that could be used by other businesses. For example, bringing in insurance claims consultants
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that could be accessed by staff from the organisation’s premises. This sharing of best practice meant
that organisations did not have to trial multiple ideas by themselves and led to savings in both time
and cost.
Lesson: The sharing of best practice between businesses in the post-disaster environment is helpful.

5.7.2

Negative aspects of business recovery

The pain was shared unequally between individual businesses and business sectors.
businesses were badly affected. These included:

Some



Businesses that could not easily relocate such as companies providing accommodation
(hotels, motels, backpackers etc) in the CBD or which had building structural damage and
could not offer accommodation, as well as businesses with specialised plant and equipment.



Businesses such as law firms that could relocate but for whom the open plan office
accommodation that was available was not compatible with their business. (Law firms need
closed-in offices and meeting rooms for confidential meetings).



Some service suppliers. The gas supply company in Christchurch recovered very quickly,
but the supplier lost a significant portion of its business as many of its customers were
based in the CBD.



Affected businesses that were underinsured or had no insurance.



Landlords and businesses leasing premises. Normally adequate standard leasing contracts
turned out to have significant problems in the earthquake situation.



The University. This was partly because many university buildings had to be shut down for
a considerable length of time after the earthquakes and partly because students either no
longer wanted to stay in Christchurch, or were not allowed to, as with Saudi students.
Another problem was a sharp decline in first year student enrolment with an immediate
impact on income.



The Court system. Many of the court buildings in Christchurch could not be used after the
earthquakes. The justice system was not seen to be a priority. Hearings were held at
temporary locations at various dispersed locations which significantly reduced the number of
hearings that could be heard in a day. The Justice system needed a central dedicated law
court building.



Businesses that could not access their records and had poor or inadequate backup
systems. Many law firms in the CBD did not have backup copies of documents such as
their clients’ wills, and were unable to gain access to their offices for some time either
because they were within the CBD red zone or because the building was deemed unsafe to
enter. The earthquakes have demonstrated very clearly the importance of businesses
18
having a Plan B and even a Plan C.

Lesson: Businesses that had planned ahead for disaster generally did well. All businesses should do
this. There are many possible aspects, depending on the nature of the business and its situation.
The details differ, but one thing remains in common: businesses should always have a Plan B, for the
unknown.

18 The Canterbury Chamber of Commerce has developed guidelines for preparing a Plan B. The guidelines “Business disaster
planning for recovery – MAKE A PLAN”, are available on pages 4 and 5 of the Yellow Pages telephone directory.
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Much of the knowledge and capability in the business community was not used by the authorities.
The business community is one of the major stakeholders in the region because of the number of
people employed, the resources they have and the goods and services they provide. They have
information, databases, contact networks and other resources that could have helped increase the
effectiveness of response and community recovery, but although offered, their offers of help were
rejected.
Lesson: Businesses need to be an integral part of any recovery strategy.
This point relates to one made above in the section on Community Empowerment. There may well be
a case for setting up an organisation analogous to the national lifelines organisation within which the
community’s stakeholders, including business and governance, could work together in an integrated
way to plan ahead for disasters.
Recommendation: A nationwide organization for the coordination of disaster and recovery
management stakeholders similar to that for lifelines groups could be very beneficial and the concept
should be investigated.
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6. THE GREY DISTRICT CONTEXT
Our focus now turns to Grey District. After an Alpine Fault earthquake what is going to be critical to
achieve a timely recovery of the district and its economy?
It is immediately clear that Grey District will not be on its own; the Buller and Westland districts will
also be affected by the earthquake as will the Canterbury region east of the fault.
In the following sections we attempt first to define the essence of the Grey District to understand what
is important. Having defined the essence we review the lessons learned in Canterbury in the context
of the Grey District after an Alpine Fault earthquake.
Our description of the essence of the Grey District and the lessons learned considered important in
the Grey District context are a first cut. They will need reviewing by Grey District stakeholders to
ensure they reflect what is important in Grey District. They also need to be considered in the wider
context of the West Coast region as the regional impact of an Alpine Fault earthquake and the
region’s recovery will contribute significantly in determining Grey District’s recovery.

6.1 The Essence of Grey District
Grey District has a population of about 13,000 (13,221 in the 2006 Census) of which about 10,000 live
in Greymouth.
It stretches on the coast from the Punakaiki River in the north to the Taramakau in the south, while
inland it runs up the Grey River to Totara Flat and then to Inchbonnie over broad flat farmland
interspersed with more rugged terrain. It includes Lake Brunner.
The major industries of the district are farming, mining, forestry and tourism, and the servicing of
these industries is also a major source of employment.
The town of Greymouth is squeezed between hills to the east and the sea to the west. It is
constrained by the Rapahoe Range in the north, while to the south it has grown along the coast to the
Taramakau. It is the service centre for the district and also to some extent for the West Coast region.
There are also a number of other communities in the District. Runanga, Taylorville, Blackball,
Dobson, Stillwater and Ahaura lie to the north of and along the Grey River. South of the Grey, the
only substantial settlement is Moana on Lake Brunner, though there is a community at Rotomanu and
a number of people living between there and Inchbonnie as well as in Nelson Creek. There is also a
community living far up the Ahaura. Although in one sense and from the servicing point of view they
are now effectively satellite communities, they generally have a strong sense of their own identity,
which is particularly important in time of disaster.
Almost all services for the District are centred in Greymouth. This includes medical, educational and
administrative services as well as retail shops and supplies, with very few exceptions. Two large
centres of employment outside Greymouth are the mining complex at Spring Creek and the freezing
works at Kokiri.
There are no bulk stores of food or fuel in the District, or of building supplies for that matter. Supplies
are normally trucked over from Canterbury on a daily or just-in-time basis.
Because of the scattered nature of the District, because of its major industries and also because of its
dependence on a continual flow of supplies, transportation links are vital. This is true for transport
both between the Grey District and other parts of the South Island and also within the District itself.
Greymouth has a port and an airfield, though both are limited in their capacity and are likely to be
vulnerable in a major earthquake. Besides road links, it also has rail lines going north to and past
Westport via Reefton and the Lower Buller Gorge, across the Alps to Canterbury via Arthur’s Pass,
and south to Hokitika.
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In a major Alpine Fault earthquake, the Grey District is likely to be isolated from the rest of the country
via overland routes for up to a week.
There is little spare housing, office or retail space in the district.
Finally, an essential part of the essence of the District is that it is an integral part of the West Coast
region as a whole.

6.2 Differences between Grey District and Christchurch
Section 5 discussed the lessons to be learned from the Canterbury and Christchurch earthquakes.
The aim was to take the particular events in Christchurch and from them extract general lessons
which could be applicable anywhere. The next step in this report is therefore to consider how the
lessons could apply to the specific context of Grey District. To be clear about the local applicability of
the lessons, we first have to be aware of the more significant ways in which Christchurch and its
earthquakes differ from the anticipated scenario of Grey District following and Alpine Fault
earthquake.
It should be borne in mind that here we are primarily focussing on the recovery period, so that it can
be assumed that some essential services such as water, power and communications have been
restored during the response phase, before commencement of recovery.

6.2.1

Extent of the earthquake

The Canterbury quakes continued for a long time. The time between the M 7.1 quake in September
2010 and the M 6.0 event on 23 December, 2011 was approximately 15 months, and aftershocks are
still being felt in August 2012. There have been more than 10,500 aftershocks, many of them
damaging. However the impact of the earthquakes has been localised in both time and space. The
February 22 event had very high ground accelerations, but it lasted for only a short time. Damage
was local and confined to only about half of the city of Christchurch.
In contrast, an Alpine Fault earthquake would release far more energy and would affect a far larger
area than the Canterbury quakes (Figure 3.1). Moreover, the earthquake’s main shock would be of
far longer duration. However, there would be fewer aftershocks, and seismic activity would die away
far more rapidly. All of Grey District would experience severe shaking. The seismic intensity
throughout the district would be at least MM VII, rising to MM IX near the fault rupture.
The different earthquake scenarios would have different effects. Regarding structures for instance,
the very high peak accelerations of some of the Christchurch events would tend to break the mortar
joints on older buildings. In contrast, the longer duration shaking in an Alpine Fault event would have
far more serious effects on some geotechnical structures – stop banks, embankments and cuttings for
instance – where displacements tend to be a function of the number of repetitions of seismic waves
greater than s critical value.
Another significant difference is that the topography of the West Coast would combine with its
weather to produce ongoing disruption arising from slips, debris flows and river aggradation and
avulsion. Such problems could affect the region for years.
A further issue is that an Alpine Fault earthquake would have widespread effects throughout the West
Coast as well as in Canterbury. The overall demands for manpower, equipment, supplies and money
would be greater than for the Christchurch earthquakes and more widespread, so that there would be
less outside help available to Grey District for response and recovery. Overseas aid might be
forthcoming for immediate response, but it could be less readily available for the necessarily long
recovery period.
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6.2.2

Transportation

Restoration of transport links to something approaching normal levels would probably take
significantly longer in Grey District than in Canterbury after the Canterbury quakes. The slow
restoration of reliable roads would have a significant impact on the district’s recovery.
In Christchurch, roading disruption was minimal outside the limited area of major destruction within
the city, meaning that there was ready access to help, supplies and other centres. Nevertheless,
changes in travel patterns led to ongoing delays in many parts of the city. In Grey District the situation
is different. Transport access routes to and from the district are long and vulnerable. The routes
through the mountains are likely to be subject to debris flows and landslides for some time after the
main fault rupture. Access up and down the coastal routes from Grey District might be disrupted for
some time, and bridges crossing the many rivers could suffer ongoing damage taking months to
repair. Road access within Grey District is likely to be fine in general. However there are many
19
bridges , which can be vulnerable to the effects of a large earthquake. Some of the more significant
bridges cross the Grey, Arnold and Ahaura rivers. Transport routes near the mountains are likely to
be frequently disrupted. This would impact on businesses depending on overland routes such as tour
operators or dairy tankers. The supply of goods and materials to the district would also be disrupted
periodically.

6.2.3

Buildings

There would probably be significant damage to housing in the district due not only to ground shaking
but also in some areas to rockfall hazard or liquefaction, leading to a shortfall in accommodation.
An influx of expertise to the district to support district and regional recovery would put added pressure
on available accommodation. On the other hand motels and hotels would experience a downturn in
tourist numbers.
As in Christchurch, older masonry buildings in Greymouth would be vulnerable.
Again, as in Christchurch, large open buildings such as churches would be disproportionately
damaged, so that there might be a lack of facilities for meetings and similar community functions.

19

Based on the Grey Districts Lifelines Plan (June 2007) here is a total of nearly 300 bridges in the
district; 220 district bridges and 70 State Highway bridges. Some of the district bridges have since
been replaced with culverts.
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7. GREY DISTRICT: LESSONS, ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Section 5 developed general lessons arising from the earthquakes in Canterbury and Christchurch.
The focus throughout was on the recovery period. The analysis was developed by dividing the issues
into six main areas. We can use these areas or categories as a basis for considering how the lessons
could apply to Grey District. However, although the six areas are considered individually, they are by
no means independent from one another. They are linked, and their interactions should be borne in
mind when considering individual issues.
In what follows we take each of the six areas in turn, first listing the lessons developed in Section 5
within that category and then listing issues that Grey District should consider. The section ends with
some general recommendations.

7.1 Time
7.1.1

Lessons
1. The prior work of lifelines groups is very important, together with an ability to think
outside the square to provide creative solutions. Both speed recovery.
2. The localised extent of the Christchurch earthquakes was a major factor speeding
recovery.
3. The Earthquake Support Subsidy was effective in keeping businesses viable because it
gave businesses the time to regroup and relocate.
4. Emphasis should be given to speedy restoration of critical services to the business
community.
5. Speedy recovery of functionality in complex facilities requires skilled, dedicated,
knowledgeable and far-sighted people on hand. Where they are not part of an
organisation, the organisation should know beforehand where to and how to obtain such
resources. Delay could be costly.
6. Uncertainty is corrosive. It is inevitable. Uncertainty as to what will happen and when it
might happen saps energy the longer it continues. Thought needs to be given
beforehand as to ways in which the time and magnitude of uncertainty could be
reduced.
7. Those in authority need to be open about uncertainty, and where necessary admit to not
knowing.
8. At times different groups focussed exclusively on their own tasks without taking into
account the need to work in with others. This added significantly to delays and
lengthened recovery time. Thought needs to be given as to how this could be
minimised in future.
9. Solid waste disposal, including demolition activities, can be a major factor delaying
recovery.
10. A clearer understanding is required between EQC and insurance companies as to their
respective roles and responsibilities.
11. The situation following a disaster is not normal, but many issues can be anticipated.
Prior planning for disaster is essential for all organisations, and for recovery as well as
for immediate response.
12. There is a need to review protocols for access to damaged buildings or those within a
cordon, particularly in the early stages following a disaster. For many businesses, early
retrieval of records and equipment is vital.
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13. There is a risk that skilled manpower could be lost to an affected region if there is delay
in construction and no continuous work supply is available to them.
14. Provision of temporary accommodation is important but its timing should be carefully
assessed.
15. It is helpful to have on hand pre-prepared geotechnical records or to build to the
geotechnical characteristics of the land. This could bypass a major source of delay.
16. Territorial Authorities (TAs) need to take geotechnical characteristics and natural
hazards more into consideration when considering new developments.

7.1.2

Issues
1. There will probably be a shorter aftershock period in Grey District than that experienced
in Canterbury.
2. There might be less focus by Government on Grey District than that given to
Christchurch because of the large area affected and the widespread damage needing to
be addressed in an Alpine Fault earthquake.
3. Major local industries should recover relatively quickly except for tourism and possibly
dairying.
4. The time needed for restoration of external links must be taken into account. This was
not an issue for Christchurch.
5. The time taken for resources to become available could be an important factor given
demands elsewhere and transportation difficulties. Relevant resources would be
expertise, materials and plant. Need and availability would have to be matched,
particularly with regard to timing.
6. Housing needs and availability would have to be matched, again taking time into
account.
7. Money availability is likely to be a major factor affecting speed of recovery, particularly
regarding timing of loans, insurance and competing demands.
8. Time will be needed for assessing geology and foundations as well as for developing
prioritised action plans. The more of this that could be done beforehand, the better.

7.2 Money
7.2.1

Lessons
1. Prompt payment by Government of an Earthquake Support Subsidy is a major
contributor to overall business resilience.
2. EQC is a supplier of funds following a disaster. Its track record in Christchurch is mixed,
with frequent unexplained delays. It needs good information management and quality
control, and its role needs review.
3. Insurance company dealings are mostly driven by staff outside the area and outside the
country with what appears to be a focus on minimising payouts. This has caused
considerable hardship for people in Canterbury, as happened earlier in Edgcumbe.
4. Care is necessary in understanding the details of insurance policies. The extent of
cover is sometimes delineated in the fine print.
5. Local authorities should review the insurance of their assets and infrastructure, and
ensure there is appropriate cover and the right level of cover.
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6. Complete insurance cover may have a result opposite to that envisaged, as it might
encourage owners to build to a level of safety lower than desirable, or push for complete
demolition rather than repair.
7. Following a major disaster, it might be some time before loans are obtainable.
8. There may be a case for unbundling insurance policies so that the cover for earthquake
damage is separate from and different from that for other covered events such as fire.
Multiple facilities under the same policy should have a capped excess.

7.2.2

Issues
1. The broad extent of the disaster would affect money supply and timing.
2. The damage in Grey District could be more infrastructure-related than in Christchurch.
3. Adequate and appropriate insurance cover would be important.
4. To improve the likelihood of short-term funds being available to businesses for
maintaining employment, an ongoing link to Government would be helpful.
5. The future availability of insurance could be an issue.
6. Support for local community organisations could be a good investment for the future.
7. Prioritisation of recovery funding would be an issue, including consultation.

7.3 Resources
7.3.1

Lessons
1. Three significant lessons arise:


Pre-planning and prior investment are important
Prior understanding of the availability of outside resources is important
 The necessary manpower and plant must be available and well-supported.
2. Rapid restoration of external transportation links have a major positive effect on
recovery.


3. Authorities should ensure there is adequate support for human resources, especially
accommodation.
4. Planning for and provision of temporary housing is important. It is important to get the
timing right.
5. Preventing people entering their premises can slow recovery. Safety must be balanced
against the need for business recovery. There should be a review of entry protocols
allowing access to damaged business and cordoned-off areas.
6. A balanced risk management approach is required when dealing with all aspects of
recovery. Different risks, such as safety and the different risks to business recovery,
need to be weighed appropriately and balanced against each other rather than putting
all the weight on safety alone.

7.3.2

Issues
1. Demand from other centres could mean fewer resources would be available.
2. How could resource availability be expedited?
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3. A serious problem in Canterbury was the lack of geotechnical and geological engineers.
A similar problem might arise in Grey District.
4. How could resources best be obtained when needed? This would be in terms of both
day-to-day supplies (e.g. food) and also resources required for recovery.
5. Greymouth’s role as a transportation hub needs to be borne in mind.
6. Retaining and attracting a skilled workforce could be an issue.

7.4 Governance and Management
7.4.1

Lessons
1. The approach required during the response phase is quite different from that required
during the recovery phase. The change from response to recovery needs to be clearly
defined and articulated.
2. For a disaster of this magnitude, establishment of a Recovery Authority with overall
control of recovery is the right approach.
3. The community needs to know that it is being heard and that it is being valued or
respected.
4. Community perception of clear leadership is important.
5. The roles and powers of local authorities under the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery
Authority are unclear, and relationships seem uneasy.
6. The roles of elected representatives in the event of a disaster should be thought out
prior to the event. This applies to both councillors and community board members.
7. The appropriate governance structure of a Recovery Authority needs careful rethinking
in the light of the Canterbury experience.
8. Development of a recovery strategy requires a clear and appropriate focus.
9. An alliance such as SCIRT allows the repair and rebuild of horizontal infrastructure to go
ahead in a coordinated manner. SCIRT is made up of stakeholder representatives
ensuring good buy-in to the solutions developed.
10. Where infrastructure is tightly coupled, infrastructure providers need to work together.
11. Good communication between authorities and stakeholders as well as between
stakeholders is important so the communication structure needs careful thought.
Development of trust is important. Prior training would be helpful.
12. Community organisations need to be aware of their potential role in disaster and
recovery.
13. Good information management including record-keeping, storage and retrieval is
important, not just for efficiency but also because it helps build trust. Good quality
control is imperative.

7.4.2

Issues
1. Preparation beforehand is important.
2. Thought must be given to appropriate structures of management in the recovery period.
Roles and required capabilities will often be significantly different than in normal times.
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3. Good communication, which is broader than simply giving information, is vital between,
with and within Government, the community and business, as well as with community
organisations and NGOs.
4. Councillors as well as employees should know what they should be doing at a time of
disaster.
5. Community organisations have an important potential role in time of disaster, and they
should be prepared for it.
6. Grey District Council should have a long-term recovery plan involving the general
community and the business community, and it should include the assumption that it
would have to work with a national or regional recovery authority.

7.5 Community Empowerment
7.5.1

Lessons
1. Community power is something that can be tapped, supported and used.
2. Three questions regarding community empowerment are: What enhances it? What
diminishes it? How can it contribute effectively without being counterproductive? The
questions must always be addressed, but the answers will be specific to the particular
situation.
3. The Santa Cruz model is an example of effective community partnership.
4. Three important concepts central to community empowerment are hope, respect and
trust. Authorities should be careful to do nothing to diminish them.

7.5.2

Issues
1. Importance must be put on prior planning by community organisations – acting together.
2. There should be strong community organisations beforehand. Thought must be given
as to how this could be encouraged and supported.
3. It is important that community organisations should have links with:
each other
Government
NGOs etc (such as Red Cross)
4. Grey District is more spread out than Christchurch so communication links are
particularly important, not only after a disaster but beforehand as well.
5. There should be recognition of community organisations and the importance of their
potential role by:
Government. (National & local)
CDEM
NGOs
6. There should be broader links with
Health
Rescue
Business
Iwi
Police
7. Links with and between community organisations are important.
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8. Community halls etc. play a useful part in enabling community organisations to form.
They also have a community function after a disaster. However they may be damaged
and not usable.

7.6 Business Community
7.6.1

Lessons
1. The sharing of best practice between businesses in the post-disaster environment is
helpful.
2. Businesses that had planned ahead for disaster generally did well. All businesses
should do this. There are many possible aspects, depending on the nature of the
business and its situation. The details differ, but one thing remains in common:
businesses should always have a Plan B, for the unknown.
3. Business need to be an integral part of any recovery strategy.

7.6.2

Issues
1. The business community should have good links to the broader community, of which it
is an essential element.
2. Businesses should always have a Plan B for resilience.
3. Inter-business cooperation is important at a time of disaster.
4. Information on the availability of premises and workspace would be helpful.
5. The business community should develop a long-term recovery plan with Local
Government and the Recovery Authority.

7.7 Overall Recommendations
In addition to the more detailed lessons and issues outlined above, there are a few broad
recommendations to be made. They are:
1. Grey District Council should hold a workshop to discuss and prioritise the issues raised
in this report. The reason arises from comments made earlier: Although the writers of
the report are confident about their findings as far as general lessons are concerned, it
needs people thoroughly familiar with the Grey District to be able to see how the lessons
could be applied locally and in detail. We have made suggestions, but there needs to
be a more detailed consideration of the ideas and how they could work out locally. We
have little knowledge, for instance, of the community organisations currently operating in
the district and their strengths and weaknesses. Or again, we believe that overall,
community spirit is stronger than in Christchurch, but that is simply our belief, and those
living locally will know the extent to which it is true. Given the serious problems that
have arisen in Christchurch during the recovery period, understanding how Grey District
could do better is an important issue to be faced.
2. There is a need for integrated planning in the overall area of information management
and disaster management, analogous to the work done by lifelines groups on the
management of physical resources. It is recommended that integrated disaster
management groups be set up in parallel to the lifelines groups.
3. We suggest a nationwide organization for the coordination of disaster and recovery
management stakeholders similar to that for lifelines groups could be beneficial and the
concept should be investigated.
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Appendix A: The Press Survey Results
The following are results of The Press survey of 300 Christchurch, 33 Waimakariri and 26 Selwyn
residents. According to The Press those polled were a representative sample of the population aged
18 and over living in the region. The sample is representative in terms of age, gender and location in
accordance with the 2006 census. The statistical margin of error for the total sample is about 5.2
percent at a 95 percent confidence level.
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City Leaders' Performance - the Press 28 May 2012
Leader
Rodger Sutton - CEO of CERA
Lianne Dalziel - MP
Warwick Isaacs - Ops MG CERA
John Key - Prime Minister
Bob Parker - Mayor of Christchurch
Ian Simpson - EQC CEO
Gerry Brownlee - MP
Tony Marryatt - CCC CEO
Kelvin Coe - Mayor of Selwyn District
David Ayers - Mayor of Waimakariri District
Sam Johnson - Student Army Leader
Dr Mark Quigley - Geologist
Peter Beck Christchurch Councillor
Peter Townsend - CEO Canterbury Employers' Chamber
of Commerce
Victoria Matthews - Bishop of Christchurch Cathedral

Good
81%
73%
62%
74%
63%
36%
52%
65%
34%
84%
98%
75%
63%

Poor
13%
11%
15%
25%
35%
31%
44%
24%
12%
6%
2%
5%
16%

48%

12%

45%

44%

Figure A1: City Leaders’ Performance
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Performance of Agencies - The Press 29 May, 2012
Agency
Christchurch City Council Staff
CERA
Your local MP
Central Government
Christchurch City Council - elected Councillors
Waimakariri District Council Staff
Waimakariri District Council - elected Councillors
Selwyn District - staff
Selwyn District - elected councillors
The Student Volunteer Army
The Farmy Army
Charity organisations
Church groups
Canterbury Employers' Chamber of Commerce
Orion
Scirt (Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild Team)
Fletcher EQR
EQC (Earthquake commission)
Insurance companies

Good
Poor
66%
68%
57%
67%
43%
78%
72%
58%
57%
100%
96%
98%
76%
46%
92%
88%
49%
49%
34%

24%
25%
26%
30%
43%
6%
6%
0%
8%
0%
1%
1%
8%
13%
1%
7%
35%
49%
61%

Figure A2: Performance of Agencies
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What should be rebuilt first - The Press 30 May 2012
Facility

Important Unimportant

Tourist facilities

88%

10%

Town Hall

87%

12%

Art Gallery

80%

20%

Cathedral Square

79%

19%

Avon River redevelopment

81%

19%

Convention Centre

79%

19%

Heritage buildings

69%

30%

Isaac Theatre Royal

69%

28%

City Mall development

64%

34%

EPI centre (Purpose built museum, research institute,
learning and entertainment facility focused on
earthquakes)

50%

48%

Figure A3: Priority of Facility Rebuild
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Insurance company performance - The Press 31 May, 2012
Company

Home Content

House Insurance

Good

Poor

Good

Poor

NZI

54%

9%

64%

0%

Lumley General

63%

13%

64%

14%

IAG/State

78%

4%

70%

15%

AMI/Southern Response

68%

14%

65%

21%

Tower

83%

8%

77%

16%

Vero

75%

11%

77%

16%

Other

74%

8%

82%

11%

Figure A4: Performance of Insurance Companies - Home Contents
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Figure A5: Performance of Insurance Companies - House Insurance
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Appendix B: Recovery Cost Estimates
The cost data presented in this Appendix have been gathered from various sources.
The cost data shown in Table B1 is incomplete as the total estimated cost of the Canterbury Recovery
is $30 billion.
Table B1: Funding Sources
Source

Total ($M)

1

Government sources :


Government Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Fund

$5,507



Earthquake Commission

$3,050



Accident Compensation Commission



Government - Other

Re-insurers

$181
$40

2

$6,900

Total

$15,678

1. Gerry Brownlee, “$5.5b for Canterbury Recovery Fund. From the New Zealand Government website beehive.govt.nz. 19
May, 2011
2. “Re-insurers put Canterbury earthquake costs at $US4.5 – 5.5b”. The National Business Review. 26 May 2012.

The cost estimates presented in Table B2 have been obtained from the Stronger Christchurch
Infrastructure Rebuild Plan, SCIRT, Christchurch City Council, December, 2011
Table B2: Infrastructure Rebuild Cost Estimates
Activity

Range ($M)

Most Likely ($M)

581 – 1,092

844

Roading

607 – 862

731

Water systems

107 – 192

142

Structures

105 – 142

123

Storm water systems

68 – 182

109

Parks and open spaces

43 – 59

54

Solid waste

9 – 13

11

Sewer works

Total
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Appendix C: The Five Criteria for System Health
The nature of the five system health criteria can be shown schematically as follows. Suppose Figure
C.1 represents a well-founded and healthy system. It has four elements A, B, C and D, with various
connections between them. Then Figures C.2 – C.6 illustrate health problems associated with the five
criteria.

B

A

C

D

Figure C.1 A healthy system
Completeness: Is the system complete? Are all the elements present that are necessary to allow the
system to function correctly?

Completeness
B

A

D

Figure C.2 Completeness problem: element C is missing
Balance: Are the elements of the system in balance or are some elements dealt with in great detail
while very little attention is paid to other equally important elements?
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Balance

B

C

A

D

Figure C.3 Balance problem: element C is bigger than it should be
Consistency: Are all elements in the system consistent with each other and with the purpose of the
system?

Consistency
B

A

D

D

Figure C.4 Consistency problem: the rectangular element is mislabelled and has the wrong
shape

Clarity: Are the properties of each element and each connection clear?

Clarity

B

A

C

D

Figure C.5 Clarity problem: there is uncertainty about elements and connections
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Cohesion: Are the elements of the system appropriately connected?

Cohesion
B

A

C

D

Figure C.6 Cohesion problem: connections are missing or malformed
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Appendix D: Relevant Government Agencies & Legislation
D.1.

Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act

20

The Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) Act 2002 creates a framework for preparing
for, for dealing with and for recovering from local, regional and national emergencies in New Zealand.
One of the main intentions of the Act is to make communities more resilient through Reduction,
Readiness, Response and Recovery, often called “the 4 R’s”.
The CDEM Act:


Promotes sustainable management of hazards;



Encourages and enables communities to achieve acceptable levels of risk;



Provides for planning and preparation for emergencies, and for response and recovery;



Requires local authorities to coordinate planning and activities;



Provides a basis for the integration of national and local civil defence emergency
management; and



Encourages coordination across a wide range of agencies, recognising that emergencies
are multi-agency events.

The Act requires the establishment of CDEM groups throughout New Zealand. The CDEM Act 2002
further requires each CDEM Group to prepare a comprehensive emergency management plan for
21
their area. This plan is known as the CDEM Group plan . A CDEM group’s functions include:


Hazard management;



Providing resources; and



Providing for emergency response and recovery.

Each CDEM group is to establish a coordinating executive group (CEG). The functions of the CEG
are to:


Advise the CDEM Group;



Implement CDEM Group decisions; and



Oversee the development and implementation of the CDEM Group plan

D.2.

Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority (CERA)

The Canterbury Earthquake Recovery (CER) Act 2011 was enacted by Parliament in response to the
enormous recovery task required following the Canterbury earthquakes.
22

The purpose of the CER Act broadly falls into the following categories :


The provision of appropriate institutions, powers and support to enable greater Christchurch
to be rebuilt and otherwise recover as quickly and fully as possible;

20 Information from the CDEM “Introduction brochure” on the CDEM website.
http://www.civildefence.govt.nz/memwebsite.nsf/wpg_url/for-the-cdem-sector-cdem-act-2002-index?opendocument
21 A CDEM Group Plan deals with hazards and risks in the group’s area to a level considered acceptable to the community.
22 Summary and analysis of the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 by Mark Odlin and Rachel Dunningham, 4 May,
2011. http://www.buddlefindlay.com/article/2011/05/04/summary-and-analysis-of-the-canterbury-earthquake-recovery-act-2011
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The involvement of communities and the public in the decisions made about the rebuilding
of their own area; and



The restoration of the greater well-being of Christchurch communities.

Under the Act a new public service department, the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Authority
(CERA) was established on 29 March 2011. As with other public service departments, it is headed by
a government Minister. CERA has a five year operational mandate and is subject to annual reviews.
The Act requires CERA to develop a Recovery Strategy in consultation with key stakeholders
including Christchurch City Council, Environment Canterbury, Waimakariri District Council, Selwyn
District Council, Ngai Tahu and “any other persons or organisation that the Minister considers
appropriate”. The Recovery Strategy will provide an overarching long-term strategy for the recovery
effort. Recovery Plans are to be developed that provide details of what needs to be done and how
these activities will be implemented.
The CER Act does not specifically provide for mandatory public consultation in relation to the
development of the recovery plans. Requirements for public consultation are determined by the
Minister.
Within the CER Act there are provisions for checks and balances on powers provided to the Minister
23
and to CERA. The Minister is required to:


Appoint a community forum, made up of at least 20 people, for the purpose of providing
information and advice to the Minister. The Minister must have regard to any advice given
to him by the forum;



Arrange for a cross-party parliamentary forum to be held from time to time to provide
information and advice to the Minister; and



Present quarterly reports on the operation of the Act to the House of Parliament. The report
must describe the powers exercised under the Act during the period.

In May, 2012 the Minister established a new authority under CERA, the Christchurch Central
Development Unit (CCDU). The CCDU was tasked with preparing a work programme that provides
clear direction for implementing the Central City Plan prepared by Christchurch City Council.
D.3.

Local Councils/Territorial Authorities

The local and regional councils in the Greater Christchurch area include Christchurch City Council
(CCC), the Waimakariri District Council (WDC), Selwyn District Council (SDC) and the Canterbury
Regional Council (ECan).
Most of the greatest damage to physical infrastructure – that is, sewers, roading and so on – occurred
in Christchurch. To assist CCC in its rebuild effort the Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild
Team (SCIRT) was established. SCIRT is responsible for rebuilding horizontal infrastructure; roads,
water supply, waste water systems, storm water systems, etc, in Christchurch. SCIRT is a formal
alliance between owner participants CERA, CCC and the New Zealand Transport agency, and nonowner participants City Care, Downers, Fletchers Fulton Hogan and McConnel Dowell. In general the
rebuild work is done on a “like for like” basis i.e. replacing damaged infrastructure with the same type
of infrastructure. However wherever possible, improvements are being made such as strengthening
to withstand future earthquakes.

23 Canterbury Earthquake Recovery Act 2011 – review by Duncan Cotterill Lawyers, April 2011
http://www.duncancotterill.com/index.cfm/1,197,0,43,html/Earthquake-updates
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ECan has a role related to CDEM. It also has oversight of waterways and waste management, and
has to consent to discharges.
D.4.

Earthquake Commission - EQC

The Earthquake Commission (EQC) was established in 1945 to provide earthquake and war damage
cover for purchasers of fire insurance. The cover was later extended to include other natural
disasters while payments for war damage were removed.
24

EQC is a Government-owned Crown Entity . Prior to the Canterbury earthquakes EQC had
$5.6 billion in funds backed up by overseas reinsurance. A Government guarantee also ensures EQC
would always be able to meet its obligations. EQC developed a Catastrophe Response Programme
(CRP), which sets out how EQC would cope with a substantial increase in resource required to meet
a major disaster.

24 A legal body set up by the Government to carry out commercial activities on behalf of the Government
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